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NOTES FROM THE EDITOR
-4

o

9 - .

1 . ,

This issue has as its majdr theme thee- analysis of articles\dealing.with
i

various aspects of 'instruction. Sheehan .and Hambieton lOoked at adapting

instruction to'student differences,. Thomas looked at methods fqr increasing.

, 4 andstudents' reading comprehension of textbooks. 'Anderson nd Fowler investigated

the effects of using behavioral objectives. Hermann and Hincksman compared,

two,approaches to teaching' .gitemistry. Krockover and Malcolm, investigated' the

'Ilse,of specific curriculum materials on the child's,gelfconcept.,
, -. -

. The anaryses,found in the "Ctitiques andrResponses" section also` deal
.

with instruction. -Goodstein and }lowe studied the use of code'retaaemplars
. .

. . ..

An teaching chemistry;
/

Quorn and ?bre compared the effects of dissitilar

programs on reaqing readiness of kindergartners. Cavin And Lagowski studied

the effectiveness of computer simulated laboratory experiences in.a college
,-)

Chemistry course. Preede compared the use of two mode's of the structure of

s*

physicarscience concepts on graduate studerits' cognitive" structure of these
, _.

concepts. Bartov investigated whether or. not students could, be taught to
. ,

.,
.

1, idistingush between teleological 'arid causal explanations.

These articles present evidence that there are many variables to be
,,

, s. v
considered' when'planning for teachiqg and when choositig instructional methods'

t,

to use in the 'science classroom.

4

.

Patricia E. Blosser
c.Editor

° Victor J. Mayer
..Associate editor
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Sheehan, Daniel S. and Ronald K..Hambleton, "Adapting Instruction to
Student Differences id an Individualized Science Program
Journal of Research in tcienceTeaching, 14(1):. 27-32, 1977.

DesCriptors:*Achievement; *EduCational Research; Grade 9;
*Individualized Instruction; *Instrliction; *Predictor Varia-
sbleL gCience Education; *Science Courses; *Secondary School,.,

Science t,r

Upended abstract and analysis prepared especially forI.S.E. by
G. Neufeld, Brandon University.

.

Purpose

This study was.designed-to investigate aptitude-treatment-int,er-

actions (ATI)--whether grade nine students with certain aptitudes

learn more science when taught using one teaching method than similar

students learn from other teaching methods.

(

Rationalej

I
Many recent educational models, such as Individlly Prescribed

. .

Instruction'(Glaiek, 1968), Project Plan (Flanagan, 1967), and a Model

of School Learning (Carroll, 1963), emphasizesadapting,instruotion to

the students' interests,' abilities, aptitudes, and needs. Over the

past 15.years there have been many studies of aptitude-treatment
4

interactions (Cronbach and' Snow, 1969, 1977; Snow, 1976; Tobias,

1976; Witkin-et al., 1977). In general, there have been few solidly

demonstrated ATI effects. However,'the authorsfeel that the follow--

' ing reritative,principles-for,the'design.of instruction can be inferred

0 ....from the literature:

*

1. Instructional treatments which reduce the
.
burden of semantic pro-

cessing of verbal information (such as programmed instruction or'.4

a media-oriented approach) should decrease the relationship-

.btween gen'eral:abil-ity and achievement.

2. Ipstructional treatments -which ate motresponsibility on the

student fior orkaniz.ing material should strengthen the relationship
o

s,2
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1

between achievement and such aptitudes as general ability,

achievement, motivation, study habits, attithdes, and anxietir
. . -

, The authors used these principles 4s the basis for'designing the I

.

instructional treatments and for selecting the student aptitudes

. . to be measured. As a result,°the study serves 'as 'an empirical test
I

of the-validity of thdse principles. .

\ .

1 t

7iaw i IIP
1

Research sign and Procedures

.

.

I. .

The. research design used in this Study is shown in Figure 1.

:, The design is a variation of the Pretest-Posttest Contrp Group design

... ... . . gi
1 . 1 \

0 R T1 02
1

0
1
=battery of aptitude measures and pretest

I

0
1
--R--T 2-0 2

0
2=

criterion-referenced posttest

R d2 ,R = random assignment to treatments
k.

0
1
--R --T

4
0
2

T1-4 =. four different instructional treament's

Figure 1: Schematic representationof the research design

(Campbell and Stahley, 196) in that there are multiple treatment groups

but no controrgrOup.

The subjects for the study were,285 students-enrolled in a ninth-

grade science program. The report does not indicate the general abiliiy.,,

level of the students, their science backgrounds,,their sbaioecoriomic

status, or whether they even attended the samAchool. The students

were randomly assigned to one,o the,Eour treatment groups. .There is

no indication that the random assigninent was stratified.

42-
'so

, " .,

ach student wrote a total of 12 aptitude tests prior to random__
assignment to the various instructionar.treatment groups.- The aptitude

tests, used were:

i. Module Pretest (40 four-alternative nneipl
. --no reliabilfEy 6x, validity data).

.4 9

4
-choice questions /

C

1"
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*2. Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test.

*3.- Science Research Assyciates (SRA) Achievement Series.

*4. Survey of Study,Habits and Attitudes; *-

*5. Ju nior Index of Motivation (JIM Scale).

*6: Test Anxiety 'scale for Children.

*7. Children's Manifest Anxiety'Stale.
..

*8. Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Scale.
":1_ ':: '..

.

*9. school Anxiety. kale.

. 10. Mathematics Test (nA reliability or validity, data) (Fret t, th'Test
Ekstrom and Price, 1963).

. .

, . ). ,..,

ob 11.- Letter-Sets.Test (no reliability or validity data) (French
et al., 1963).

f -

'12. Studgnt Attitude Questionnaire (semantic differential format

-- -no reliability or validity data).

I .

Most of these aptitude test instruments (those marked with an *) are
.

standardized or quasi standardized and reliability and/or validity

data are available in the literature. The mOchild pretest and the

student attitude questionpaire were devised by the researchers and no:

validity or.rieliability.data are provided.

The instructional treatments were described in the study as:

Teacher-Directed Treatment. Students assigned,o this,instruc-

tional treatment met in a teacher -led class and were presented a series

of lectures by ninth-grade science teachers.

IMedia Treatr4nt. Students in this treatment.worked Alone or in

pairs on four-worksheets that were used in conjunction with one video

tapeand seven audio tapes. -

Reading Treatment. This treatment consisted of a reading handout

compqsed of an,assignment section and a section of appropriate read-
.

ings. Each student, who pas assigned to this instructional' treatment

worked alone on his booklet of readings.

Programmed Instrptction-Trbatment.-:Students assigned to this

instructioftl treatment worked alone on one
)

set of five- booklets con-
*.

sisting of .185 frames of programmed,instruction.materiAl.

e

". 5

.6

).
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Thereftis.no* didation of what, time of year the 'study Alas conducted,' .
.. 0 .. $ .1(

its duration, or hethex the students in the variousi.nstructional
r

,

treatment groups, received the same. number p,f hqur'S of instruction.
1,

The criter on measure for the study'-wasa Module Posttest. 1i con-
,

sisted oL40 four-alternative multiple- choice questions. No validity

or reliability data areprovided. The report does not indj.cate if this

pmetest was identical tolthe:pretest given prior to instruction (both
,

have 40 items based on the module objectives)'. The Module Posttest was

administered immediately after instructiii and again a month later

(Delayed Module'Posttest).
f

The:data were analyzed using airig4Fessio'n analySis. The criterion
.,

variable (score on immediate or delay4.66sttest) was regressed on the

various aptitude variables,for each treatmeht group. 'Unspecified
.

statistical procedures were then used to test the parallelism of slopes'

of the different groups for each aptitude measure. Due to technical

problems with the medidtreatment., the analyses were.repeated'excluding

this group

In cases .where the parallelism-of

a Johnson-Neyman analytis (Potthoff, 19
r

of treatment groupsvithin;each interac

Of the interaction.

Findings

In three cases the

at the 0.05 level. The

one of these cases was

when the Test Anxiety S

Module Posttest was the

slopes hypdthesls was rejected,
.-

64,)' was performed pn each pair-

tion to,,determin. :the Utility

2v

parallelism of slopes hypothesis was rejected

Johnson-Neyman Analysis indicated that in only

the interaction disordinal. Thfs occurred
,

cale for Children.was theA4fitude, the Delayed

'criterion, ai0he media
N,Fi=
treatment group was

excluded. Only. the reading-and programmed instruction treatments had

significantly different slopes at the 0.05 level. The Delayed Module

Posttest scores rose slightly with increased test anxiety scores for
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."401
the reading treatment (slolieq.-:44- b04) and fell fairly rapidly for. the

. .

programmed instruction treatment-Tslope - 0.6'8),' The Johhson-Neyman

region of nbnsignific4nce for these two groups lay between 'scores of'

5.8 and 23.3 on the Test Anxiety Scale-for Children:* This ndidates

that students with Scores below 6 should beassigned to the programmed

insltrudtiOn.treaLent and those with scores above 23 should receive

theveading-treatment.

,
Interpretations :

4
*

The authors feel that their results should be interpreted with

considerablecaution because of the possibility that 'the^ehree inter-

actions that were detected-were simply chance results. they feel: that

the lack of definitive results was due to faulty design of the study--

specifically with the construction and execution.of the instructional -
,

treatments appeared that the treatments were nbt separated as

completely as would ha.vebeen desirable for experimental purpose's.

*ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

. .-,

The stncry of aptitude treatment interactions (ATI's) is a rela-
4,-

. .

tively new field of research. It began about 20'years ago in response

to Cronbach's (1957) call for'coOperative research:between experimental
.

and correlational psychologists. '

. ,

This new area of investigation has generated a great deal df

interest because the differential

their need interests, aptitudes

4.ndiliidua ized instruction. The

capAlY reviewed on severhi occas
,

Berline and'Cohen, 1973; Tobias,

Despite the many studies in this
<

-.general-, the' research rViews ind
li.

. replicated ATI''.s.thaCpermit-pres

instruction of individuals'based on

and abilities is the cornerstone of

nuierous stucliesIbf

ions (Crohbachend S

1976;5onbach and

ATI's have been

now, 11159;

Snow, 1977).

area, progress hag"-been slow. In'
t ,

icate that'thete are few;- if any,

criptive instruCtiOn

7

12

,

0-,



In view of this diScouraiing conclusic;nreactied by'the various

reviewers of the research on An's, it iS(111D clear how this study

fits into the matrix of previous, research in this field or on what
.

basis the authors inferred thetentativt guidelines for the design

of instruction tIpt form the basis for the study.-

In their review:gf the research in ATI's, all, of the reviewers

have commented on a-Common weakness of ATI studies that affectg7fEeTi
,

validity: that the aptitude variables and the corresponding instrue-
.

tional treatments have not been very carefully thought-out .v0ftenthe

instructional treatments hive differed only in minor details so that
.

theseetreatMtnts have not tapped different aptitudei. In view of this

continuing criticism it isunfortunate that Sheehan and Hambleton
o

prOvide such a,brief and cursory description of the instructional

txeatments used in the study.' A more extended description would have

allowed a reader to assess the validity of the authors' statement that

the paucity of resulte was due'iri large part to pro-bleMs in the

construction of the instructional treatments.

-...

The validity of the study-is further weakened by the relatively

' short duration of the instruetio'nal treatments. The authors do not

meiition, exactly how long the treatments lasted but treatment brevity

z

can be inferred from their statement that the treatments extended over

a small segment (module) of a ninth-grade science course: Praaticing

teachers are well aware of the(fact that an abrupt change in teaching

methodologysuth as from a lecture -lab Method to programmed instruc-,

tion or a §et of-readings and worksheetsi, can serve as a string moti-
.

vator kut can also generate a great deal of confusion over a several
, 4114,

-.week peftod,,asithe students and teachers gradually adapt.to their new

role's and respfnsibilities. As a result, any potential differences.

in .the effectiveness'of the. various treatments on different students

may well have been swamped by these extraneous factors..

*

The'researchidesign chosen for the study was, an unusually rigorous

one.. Undoubtedly the researchers encountered stiff opposition to the'
-. .

. .

random assignment of, students to treatmentS and they are to be commended
7



4

fOr insisting on its use,it certainly strengthens the validity of

the study.

In general, the research report is well written. The candor with

which they discuss posal.ble_reasons for their failure t& detect more

ATI's.is refreshing. ,However, they fails to mention'in their discussion

any consideration of the power of the statistical tests they' employed.

(Statistica4. pqwer is the probability of detecting significant rela

tionship Whenthe relationship does, in fact, exist.) A number of

statisticians, Cohen (1962), Brewer ( 72), and Schmillain (1976), have

commented -on the very low %statistical. power inherent in most educational

research-. Educational researcher's.planning studies would be weld

advised to keep abreast of the literature on hypothesis testing and

power 'analysis. Cohen's book, Statistical Power Analysis for the

Behavidural Sciences 1971), clearly outlines the concepts

and procedures involved and should be on every researcher's bookshelf'.
$

>Cohen's (1979) proposaffor new conventions for designing ands reporting

research results deserves widespread attention from the researc

community.

The research report would have been more useful if it had more

completedescription of how the tentative guidelines for the design
. .

of the treatments were related to previous studies. A description

of the previous background and socioeconomic status of the subjects

would have allowed the reader to gauge the .generalizability of the

results, A description of how the battery of aptitude tests was

,admipistered would have allowed the Leader to assess the possible

effects of fatigue and test weariness on the aptitude test scores.

As,previously mentioned;` -'a more adequate description of the.instruc

tio al treatments And their duration would h4e allowed the reader

to asYsess whether the treatments engaged different aptitudes and.

whether novelty effects could have swamped the ATI.

The field of ATI's has been, and still isc, an important and popti

'Tar one. However, as the.previously mentioned research reviews have

pointed alit, the problems are manyand progress has been agonizingly

slow. Future researchers in this area mutt be.,careful to design



their instructional. treatments so that...they-do-engage different

altitudes, to-ensure Ehat the treatments extends over sufficient

time so that the ATI's are not swamped by extraneous-actors, and,

.
, . to design Chair studies with sufficient statistical power so that

.
.

1 the hypothesized effects are likely to be detected.
-..

0

. .
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Upended abstract and analysis prepared esPeciallyefor by William G.
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Purpose

, Dr. Thomas asked three research questions.', First, do the addition of

line drawings or photographs adjunct to a textual description of unfamiliar

science information-facilitate, in fourth grade students, comprehension of

the verbally expressed information? Second, dothe composite SRA reading
. I

and science achievement scores of these learnets predict "literal" and

"inferential" comprehension of unfaMiliar science information? Third, what

__is the predictive relationship between reading comprehension and general

science achievement, as measured by SRA assessment instruments?

Rationale

Publishers' of elementary school science materials use many different

types of line drawings and photographs to illustrate ideas described in

the_prose_portion oftheir,textbooks. Yet, few investigators have eval-

.uated the learning effectiVeness of these pictures In terms of previous

achievement,. and colored-uncolored and incliisionexclusion pictorial varia-
.

bled. Previous research suggests that pictorial illustrations either have

no effect on comprehension (Samuels,.1910) or have unclear effects on com-

prehension (Holliday, 1973, 1975)., Indeed, Travers and Alvarado (1970)

indicate that publishers make editorial' decisions about including textbook

pictures based on unsystematic intuitive reasons rather than on empirical

grounds, hence, the need to investigate ;in a general fashion the learning

effeCts of. pictures adjunct to prose passages.

17.
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Research Design and Procedure

4.0

A sample of 108 fourth-grade students from three elementary schools
4

was randomly assigned to a multiple colored photograph - text, single

coloredline drawing-text or a text-only.treatme"nt. :The first treatment

consisted of pictoriaVl and textual displays taken directly from a recently,.
4

published book. The second treatment was a simplified (apparently

uncolored) drawing substituted for the publisher's photograph and set in

a single colored background. The third treatment consisted of the pub-

lisher's prose description without illustrative adjunct pictures. These

experimental materiels were photographed add projected on a screen using

a twoLby-two slide projector. Subsequently, students were administeied
. . .

vi4

a comprehension posttest. This procedure was co_ducted on two occasions,

(apparently) attending to two science topics at .ch sitting. In addi-

tion, subjects were-administered the SRA reading and science achievement

tests for use in evaluating the second and third research questions.
-..

The four science 4opics chosen from a group of-20 were identified by

the subjects as those least familiar to.them. InadAition, the experi-

menter used Fry's readdbility-graph to assess the appropriateness of the

chosen prose material and used Smith and Barrett's (1974) taxonomy of

reading comprehension in the development of the posttest to insure that
. .

items measured either literal (i.e., recognition) or inferentiar(e;g.,

implicit' main ideas) learning,

Findings4

. No significantdifferenceswere found among thes-group mean scores

nor among treatment-by-SRA test data.- However, significant differences

lin posttest scores were detected in the predicted direction among the
$

high; medAum and low performers (i.e., high> medium> low performers)-on

the composite score variable (SRA reading comprehension. and science
.

achievement). Finally, analysis of the SRA composite score yielded a'

positive -correlational coefficidilt,(I5), as :predicted.

,o
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Interpretations

-<7
A It was conditionally concluded that the type of adjunct picture

(drawing vs. photograph) and its inclusion or exclusion apparently had

no influence on student comprehension of science info Acmc--In'this

regard, "Publishers could greatly_ - some of the enormous expense of
_-----

reproducing_and-incIaling color photographs" in their science textbooks.

Furthermore, these books apparently were written for the average student

when, indeed; such averaging failed to meet the learning.need of

students of high or low abilities.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

This study did not contribute to our understanding about how visual

media facilitates in children comprehension of science information pre-

sented adjunct to a prose passage. Furthermore, the correlational find-

ings dealing withscience comprehension and the SRA instruments were not

scientifically significant. Indeed, Dr. Thomas was,cognizant.of weaknesses

contained in his study., as suggested by his remarks to us and by those made

to his audiences (Thomas, Note 1) at the- 1977 Association for Educational

and Communications and Technology.(AECT) annual 'meeting. ,,Based.on his

comments and other apparent abilities, we believe he is capable of making

a substantial contributiOn to the field of edUCational'communication.

Nevertheless, we will decribe some of the more serious problems associated °

with the present study and cite recent methodological advances and empiri-

cal findings outlined by other researchers exploring the learning effects

of adjunct visuals.

The Most serious problem constitutes Dr: Thomas' pointed suggestion
a

that "pictures do not influence comprehension.' Careful inspection of

other research studies dOes.not substantiate thi's "no- effect" suggestion

and experimental results used to explore this geneial hypothesis do'

hot provide the evidence needed to give it reasonable support for three

reasons. First, a Single experiment providing "no differences" or nega-
,telo,

t ve evidence does not'constitute grounds for suggesting that two or more

instructional treatment conditions have a similar effect on.learners. In

.14 1 9
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fact, such findings are of little scientific interese and are often con-
.

sidered'meaningless when an experimenter theoretically deduces from the

'literature an expectation-of positive results. in this sense, the

literature review presented, -in- th'e pticle is incomplete and somewhat

misreading. For exampld, Holliday's (1975) and Holliday and Harvey's

(197.6)-work clearly supports the geneipl hypothesis that adjunct'p ictures

can facilitate comprehension lair secondary school science students. Yet,.

reading Dr. Thomas' literature,review, one is left with the impression

that this hypothesis lacksempirical support.

Second, Dr. Thomas chose not to use a traditional control g roup,

thereby leaving open to question'the possibility that subjects did not

comprehend on the average treatment information. Data generated from

a control group would have provided 'a baseline of performance,from which .

experimental data could have been interpreted.- Indeed, interpretation

of any kind is most difficult (if not impossible))under such "no-control"

'conditions when no significant differences are reported among treatment

groups. The chec 1st `mechanism used in this study tp select treatment

information cannot be considered an adequate control of previous know-

ledge because of the unreliability of such assessment methods.

Third, the experimental"vatiables are vaguely defined. Specifh-ally,

'the following variables are not described'in the art=icle: 1) the

"science" topics presented to the children, 2) an operational definition

of the prose passages and the "comprehension" posttest, 3) the informa-

tional nature Ol the pictures and the degree of prose-picture information

overlap, and 4) a clear description of the procedures used to treat and

_assess the subjects. (Incidentally, some of this information was presented

in Dr. Thomas' AECT address.) On the other hand; Dr. Thomas' well-written

article suggests (but does not confirm) that a conscientious effort was

made to provide fourth-grade children with "appropriate" learning mater-

ials and "reasonable" posttest
4 .0

1 4

Without question, pictures' can fpcilitIte the learning of prose,.

material; contrary to earlier cl'aims made by such researchers 'as. Vernon

'(1953) and'Samuels..(1970). Most of the recent' wo in this area (see

Holliday; 1973; Levin aniLesgp1.0., 1978) has eva uated elementary school

15 a 4
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children listening to fictional narratpes read to them while viewing

a line drawing illustrating the main ideas of the Those studies

taken tog ther support thiA "pictures-can-help". hypothesis and permit

somegene alization across:, 1) methods of presentation (e.g.,verbal

informed° presented in isolated Sentences andin prose forms and .

visual information displayed in booklets projected on large classroom

F

.14.. "4'

screens, d presented to children as latinated plastic cutouts), 2)

nethods o esting (i.e., cued recall using Verbatim and paraphrised

questions ,

I

3) learner aptitudes (i,e., sex, Age,.social class, intelle
.

ty), 4)4passage characterigtics (i.e., length, complexity, ti ic

of narrat and 5) retention time (i.e., immediate and delayed recall).-
.

Pictor al ,research in science edUcation during the past decade has,

mainly foci ed attention on junior and senior, high school students learn-

ing "textbook" information using djUnct line drawings and photographs

(Dwyer, 197 , 1978; Holliday, 1975; Holliday andHarvey,-1975) and,

specialized learning materials.including flow diagrams (Holliday, 1976;
/ 40 '

Winn, in press). On the whole, the empirical evidence and lleoretical

explantions suggest that visual media,can facilitate science learning.

However, whether pictures havea similar effe ct on children learning
,

science processes and concepts is currently a matter of speculation.

Consequently,' science educatgrs interested in this research area will be
, " .4

pleasa to learn that-recenfly reported methodological procedures' (ye

Levin, Bender,and ?ressley, 1979) can b e used with'confidence,ta examine
,

a multitude of adjunct picture hypotheses dealing 1,,)-ith elementary school

science. In addition, theoretical frameworks used to deduce research

questions about the learning effects of pictures onyoung science students

are derivable from commonly cited Piagetian sources and a wide variety Of

recent non-Piagetian works(e,g.1 Ausubel, Novak and Hanesian,-1978; Brown.

and Smiley', 1978; Gagne and White, /978;jressley, 1977.; Schallert, 1978;

'Winn, in press.b).

REFERENCE NOTE
7

4 . .,$ 0
1. Thomas, J. L: "The Influence.of Pictorial Illustrations with Written _

Tekt and Previous Achievement On the Reading ComPrehension,of"

Fouftli GradeScienoe-Stpdents." ,Paper presented at the :annual
--.

meeting-Of the AsiCiciation for Educational Communication and
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.f.
.

_Entering Behaviors and Different Cognitive Levels.of Behavioral
Objectives on Leuning and -Retention Performance'in a'Unit on Popu-
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EducationScience,Education . k

o .

Expanded ab4tract and analy is prepared specially for I.S.E. by David R.
.Stronck, University of Vict in.

Purpose

The. purpose Of the study was to expand, research information rega0ing

the effectof selected entering behaviors and different cognitiVe.levels

of behavioral objectives on ).earning and retention- performance in a unit

on population genetics. The selected entering behaviors were prior know2,!'

ledge and critical thinking. The different cognitive levels of behavioral

objectives were (1) low, (2)',hiiii, (3) both low and high, and (4) none.

The 1 ruing and retention performance was measured by criterion tests coM-

pleted y 121 preservicelementary education majors. The unit of popula-,

tion geffetics was a 97-frame excerpt from Population'Geptfics: A Self-
,

Instructional Program by R. Anderson, V. E. Drantz, G. W: Faust, and J.; T.

Guthrie.

'Rationale

Bloom (1956) edited the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Handbook

I: Cognitive Domain. Many studies hhve used the clear definitions for n

slassifyidg questions or behavioral objectives which this Taxonomy has
.

provided. Some recent studies have demlfstrated that learners function

differently when they are challenged by different levels of the,-cognitive

domain (MadAus, Woods and Nuttall, 1973; Anderson, DeMelo, Szabo and Toth,
0*-

19.74). Science educators generally recommend an emphasis on the higher

levels of the cognitiVe domain. Another major recommendation for the

improvement of instruction arises from Ausubel's study °(1963) of advance.

organizers. Thid study?used behavioral'objectives of different levels of
444
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the cognitive domain as advance organizers for a self-instructional pro-

gram., Previous aeseauh studies encourage the anticipation that advance _

--.N

organizers will be most effective when they are in the higher
/

levels of -1--

the cognitive domain.
)

Research Design and Prw4i edure

1

o

This study used the pretest-posttest control groupde sign. The pre-

test determined prior knowledge of basic genetic concepts (PKT,). This

pretest.was'given one week prio'r to the treatment. At this same tite.tha

Y21 subjects completed the Cornell Critical Think44IkTest (Gc17). ,TwO"

posttests were given: (1)'postcriteriop test (PT1) in ediately after, the

treatment,, and (2) postcriterion riqtention test -(PT2) eight-weeks after

the treatment. 4s l se

Within the treatment was the study'of the 97-frame excerpt from

Population Genetics: A Self-Instructional Program. All subjects used the

same,§7-frame excer?t and proceeded independently at their own pace for
o

three days. The first -p eof the learning packets was of four-different

types and therefore generated-four diffetent treatments: Treatment 1 was

a list 2f iow cognitive level behavioral objectives;--Treatment 2 was a

list of high cognitive level behavipral objectives; Treatment 3 was a list

of both low and high cognitive level' behavioral objectives; Treatment

was a placebo rather than objectives. Although this last list was made

to appeap-as the lists of objective§, it consisted of a list of statements

of genetic curiosities. iecause the last treatment was not a*treatment

with behavioral objectives, the subjects receiving this treatment served

as the control group..
41

e

The 121 subjects were preservice e lementary education majors at a J

major university in Pennsylvania. They wera divided into two equal groups

on the basis of the prior knowledge test PKT) by using a median split at

the score of 19. Equal numbers, of subjects with high or low prior know-

ledge of selected glnetic conceptS were randomly assigned to each of the

four treatments. Similarly the Cornell Crititc41 Thinking Test (CCTTY was

used to divide the same subjects into two groups by us,..iag-a median split

20
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at the score of 30. EqUal numbers with high or low critical thinking

scores were randomly assigned to, each treatment. Combinations of subjects

y scores on PKT and CUT generated these fdiir groups: (1) low scores on

both tests, (2) low on PKT but high on CM, (3) high on PKT but low CCIT,,

and (4) high scores on both tests. Because each.of these f4 4r groups were

'dividedby four-different treatments, 16.distinct subgroups were finalay

identified. The number of Subjects in each of these final'subgroups:ranged

froin 3

4

'TheFdata on ehe two postcriterion tests (one showing immediate learn-

ing performance and the other Sehonstrating retention performance after

eight weeks) were analyzed by using a two-way analysierol variance to

compare the four treatment and two levels of entering behavior's.' Because

the number orsubjecIs inhe subgroups were unequal, the.program ANQVUM

was selected from The Pennsylvania State Univetsity Computer Center library.

Comparisons' of the specific subgroups were made as welL as the considera-'

.tionsof la'rger groupings within the study.

The postcriterion test consistdd of 32 items considering the learning

task on population genetics. The postcriterion test (fq1) was given eight

, weeks later as (PT
2
) with randomly reordered test itepp. these post-

.. .

criterion tests had three subscales, each desEgned,to measure a specific

level of cognitive ability congruent with the behaviotral objectivts And
,

the learning packets. The three subscales were for measuring Rtowledge

comprehension, and application Which are the first three levels of Bloom's

taxonomy of the cognitive domain. A selected panel of ,experts had 95 per-
t

cent_agreement level in establishing the content validity of each as4esment
.001.tool used in the study.

, I ,
;

c
Find inns

irk

The subjects in the four treatmen44444'd hot differ significantly an

posttest scores for either PT
1
or PT

2
On PT

1
differences were found,

between subjects with high and subjects with Iow prior knoWledge°1evelsI 1

when they experienCed Treatment 3 (which consisted of both low and high

cognitive levels of, behavioral objectives) . In this situation the gtonp

21:
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with high prior knowledge had'significantly higher scores on the knowledge

level questions. On PT2 differences were found between subjects with high

and subjects with low prior knowledge levels when they' experienced Treat

ment 2'(which consisted of high cognitive levels of behavioral objectives)-.

In this situation the giouP with high prior knowledge had significantly

higher scores on both the knowledge and the comprehension questions. No

significant differences,were found on the basi6 of identifying-the sub-

jects as high or low 'critical thinkers.

Interpretations

The investigator made the following conclusions:, "(1) Behavioral

objectives meaningfully presented to some learners, with a new cognitive \

ts.lc Can enhance learning at the knowledge andcomprehensioh levels. (S)

Behavioral objectives based on cognitive levels of learning acdordilig to

,. .

''.13.1oom (1956)/and consistent with programmed materials providing low and

high cognitive level experiences enhanced learning for students identified

. V

as having high prior knowledge.. .(3) T1he, identification of specifiC enter-

ing behaviors seems to be a significant variable for learner's perfor-
... r

A4
mance in content - specific learning tasks. (4) 'Systematically,written r

programed instruction seems to enharke leaihing for some students. (5),

No interaction was noted between critical thinking-bility and treatments.

This leads one io the notion tht the domainsofcritical thinking ability

and the levels of cognitive behavioral objectives Presented.in this study

are in fact independent of each o her." The'investigator observed that
49, d

' y this study encourages College science teachers to preassess students' know-
,

I

, .

°

ledge.

,16

lalli TRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

0

. _

'PrevioUS research studies*suggested this study by Which-behavioral .

Objectives ok different levels of the coghitive domain were used as.

0'

6 I
. ,... I

.
. ,

. . .

advance organizers Researchers
.

generally will.,,,antieip4e that advanc%

organizers oethe higher,levelS will Serve best as,factors which improve

learning. -Researc- h.bnIteSting indicated' th'a'tth'a't sOdentg'will' be best'

, 1,..i"- \

.',,,I
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.prepared for any examination by anticipating essay questions which will

require higher revels of the Cogditii/e domain. Ausubel and others have

°demonstrated that advance organizers Elo improv learning. This study

attempted to provide evidence in support of generally accepted concepts.

The design and-procedure of this study seem correct, with thefollow-

ing exceptions: (1) All subjects prpceeded independently at their own

pace for three days to complete'the'learning from-tie 97'frames. (2)

Although the total number of subjects was 121, the subgroups consisted of

an average of only 7,56`students with a-range from3 toll. These two

exceptiOns tend to eliminate potential significant differences and the

possibility=Of reproducible generaliiationS..

The first problem with the procedure was to allow the students the

'freedom to'study the materials fpr three days. Apparently no-data were

gathered on the amount of.time dedicated to this project, by each. student.

Therefore, each student had theopportunity to work 'toward complete

mastery of the 97 frames in the learning "packets. Students with* weak

background in the concepts'or with poor skills of critical Oinking could

easily. arrive at mastery of the assigned material by spendihga relatively

large amount of time in study. Some studies on individualized proerammed

materials have demonstrated that students will achieve mastery by using

widely varying amounts of time, e.g., Some students will use four or five.

timea'as many hours as other Students. 15robablyaall of#the121 subjects

were capable of achieVing mastery ofthe matvrials,under'the given circum-

$tances.
,

The most important variable miy have heen_the motivation of

students toward this task. Some individuals stl-.Jngly 'dislike self-

instruction4, programs while others greatly enjoy them.. The investigator

concluded -that "systematically written programmed instruction seems to

enhance learning .for some students."-, Yes, this study doe6 Show that the

subjects learn, e4 1:sy use of such' materials.. The study does not shdOany

comparison Of type of learning With other methods and thereford pro-

vides little or no support for seleeting systematically written programmed

instruction as. a method fAnstruction.
tv

The investigators concludek-that..behavioral-objectives meaningfully

presented to somelearners with a new cognitive task can enhance learnin
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a.

at the knowledge and-comprehension levels. The data from this study

limit the "some learners" to only two situations: (1) 4)fl PT
1

the group

of 14 subjects with higher scores on th prior knowledge test (PKT) had

signifiCantly higher scores than the417 subjects with losier scores on the
PKT when these two small subgroups experienced Treatment 3. The highe'r

scores on PT1 were limited only to the knov.Iledge level..questions. These

results were not replicated in PT2. (2) On PT
2
the-group.Of 17 subjeCts

with higher scores on the PICT had significantly higher scores than the 13
.

subjects with lower sco5s- on the PKT when these two wall subgroups exper-

ienced Treatment 2. These, results were limited to scores on the knowledge

and on the comprehension questions and Were not found on PT1. Obviously

the significant differences in this study are relatively rare events,

based on small sample;, and not replicating-between the two posttests.

The lack of consistent, trends in the'clata seems to indicate that the sig-

nificant differences may be generated by undetermined differences within .

the small samples.. The abstractor has little confidence that the same two

situations 4nd only these ,two mill produce significant differences if the

study is repeated with another 121 students.

Bloom ,(1976) generalizes that half of the variation in achievement

by students can be attributed to prior knowledge.: .This study does support

the impact of prior knowledge by showing that some groups have improved

scores on a posttest when,,,they have higher scores`on the prior knowledge

test. Nevertheless, the significant differences are relatively rare and

probably were eliminated in most comparisons by the uncontrolledsfactor

of time spent on the learning. The investigator is correct in concluding

that the identification of specific entering behaviors seems to be a sig-

nificant variable for a learner's performance.

The investigator's conclusion that the domains of critical thinking

ability. -and the levels of coghitiVe behavioral objectives presented in

this study are independent of each other seems to be based on very weak \

evidence. As noted above, there are only two situations among the .16

sim±t r comparisons which produced significant differences. The small

samples in these -two comparisons supported the well establiihed recogni-

tion of the major impact of prior knowledge on future achievements in

learning. The abstractor believes that there is a weakness in this study

;4



beoaupe it does not provide more evidence in support of impact from prior

knowledge. The absence of significant differences on the basis of the

scores from the'Cornell Critical Thinking Test may be explained in terms

of variations of time spent in studying the packets, variations in moti-

vation toward self-instructional packets, and the size of the ,samples.

The abstractor does not find the absence of significant differences to be

sufficient basis fo tablishing the independence.of critical thinking

ability from tAe'higher leve .f the cognitive domain. Definitions from

MQ0MIS Taxonom(1966)'seem clearly to require critical thinking ability

in order to achieve the higher levels of-,cognitive thinking. The only

conclusion which the abstractor could confidently 'support is the recogni-

tion that prior knowledge is the most 'significant variable in predicting

achievement on self- instructional programs.

Theinvestigatorsrecognized that thin study provides the implication.'

for college pcience teachers to preassess students' prior knowledge.

Certainly teachers will be most effective in their selection of curriculum

when they clearly know the level of knowledge of :Students when they begin

each unit of instructi6n. The investigators have been helpful to science

educators by encouraging the use of preassessment to meat the unique needs

of learners. In-this study, preassessment was used to divide the subjects

into groups of high and of low prior, knowledge aridinto groups of high and
_

of low critical thinking skills. In research studies, pretegilhg-ts

usually given to'fdetermine the increments in achievement for each'subject,

The abstractor hypothesizes that if increments had been"measured in this

study.rthe subjects with low prior knowledge probably would have achieved

4gnificaUtly greater' increments.- This hypothesis is based on th'e finding
,

of lew significant differences among groups in the posttests. The abstrac-

tor's suggestion for'another research .study would contribute to the many
o

studies afre'ady compipted on self-instructional packets as a method of

leafning. -

I
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,.. . solving actiities aids retention and further discovery learning. However,

' a second claim often leveled by critics is t at inductive problem solvingt at

'Hermann,. G. D. and N. G. Hincksman. "Inductive versus Deductive Approaches
,in Teaching a Lesson in Chemistry." Journal of Research in Science
Teaching, 15(1): 37-42, 1978.

Descriptor--*Achievement; *Chemistry; Deductive Methods; Educe-
,

tional Redearch; Inductive Methods; *Instruction; Science
Education; Secondary Education; *Secondary School Science,
-*Teaching Methods

. .

4
Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for I.S.E. by John R.
'Stayer, De Paul Unixuaity. '

Purpose

(

The purposes of the investigators in this study are twofold. First, the

efficacy of inductive and deductive teaching methods are compared in

teaching a unit of chemistry. Second, trait-treatment interactions con-
_

`cerning'subsets of learners and increased effectiveness of the inductive

method are investigated.

Rationale

I

Prol5onemts of inductive learning claim that student involve t in problem-

,'

"111

activities require more time for students to ach.identical learning goals

than'does a deductive approach. - - -

Discovery learning_experlumntb, accord g to the investigators,are.gen-
_____.,_

erally concerned with sequence of instruction. In this study, inductive

and deductive strategies are compared which are distInct in t equence

. -of instruction but gre identical in time allotment. !An inaucrive learning
strategy is chgracterized by examples of a-rule followed by a rule,,

.

whereas a rule followed by
4110.

examples of the rule identifies a deductive
, .

method-in this investigation.

s.



Evidence in the literature of education and psychology indicates that

differences in subject performance under inductive'and deductive treat-
.

ments may be expected with respectto IQ, trait anxiety, and sex.

ecifically, high IQ subjects will perform induttive problem-solving
_ 4

activities better than average IQ student's. High IQ children will learn

equally well by an inductive or deduttive strategy: Average IQ students

will 'retain more information after inductive learning than after deductive

learning. Further, .highly anxious subjects-will.learn beater aeductive ly

than induCtively Oakmyser, 1974): Finally, mke students will outperform

theii female counterparts in the inductive learning of a chemistry task

(Ormerod, 1975).

Research 'Design and Procedure

s,
The independent variables in this factdrial research design were inztruc-

. .

don, trait anxiety, IQ and gender, whereas the dependent.variables were -

,

the immediate and delayed posttests. Thg data were analyzed by analysis

of variance.

Participants in the study were ninth grade advanced level science studei,ts

from nine high schools 'in the Sydney, 'Australia, metropolitan area. There

Its

were-455 subjects involved, but 156 cases were not included in the data

analysis because of absence, lack of IQ data,'and clerical errors.

Exclusion bf these subjects left 299 cages-(134 male's and 165 females)

who'were randomly assigned to the inductive or deductive learning-program::

'on a within-class basis. The authors noted that subject wastage was

random.

Deductive and inductive instruction was focused-on stoichiometry, a unit
4

in chemistfy not yet encountered by the subjects. TAarning materials

included lineai-progliammed instruction bookleti and separate responie

sheets for-each type of instruction. A fixed rate of instructional

progress.tqas -assured by use of audiotapes. The lone distinction between

the deductive and inductive bobkleta, was inthe'relativeplacement Of
4

the rules to be taught. Each booklet contained 60 frames; the rule was

placed in the eightlr and tenth frames of a 10-frame set in the inductive
28
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format, whereas the

10 :frame set in the
,

valancies (authors'

prograt. Al! directions were administered via audiotape:and the time

allotment (30 to 90seconds per frame) was also controlled in this

manner. The total learning period lasted approximately one hour. A

posttest was administered immediately following,instruction and a

parallel forml)f the posttest was given two weeks later. A modified

form of Sarason's Test Oxiety,Scale for children was administered

immediately. following the second posttest. The investigators did not

specifically mention the source of IQ data;' it is a logical guess that

such information was obtained from school records.'

,

rule yas found in the first and third frames of a

deductive format.° .4 table of chemical symbols and

term) and an answer sheet were included in each

Findings

A summary of the authors' findingI is given below:'

1. The deductive instructional group scored significantly'better

(p <..05) on the immediate posttest than did the inductive "-I'
. .

instructional grOup, but no sighificant difference. between

_treatment groups was revealed:on the delayed posttest.

. 2. High IQ students did significantly better on the immediate and

delayed'posttests than did thelitir average IQ counterparts.

3. No significant differences were observed on-either posttest
,

between the high and low test-anxious groups.

4. Females scored significantly'better than did males on both

. posttests.

5. The interaction Of method x IQ x anxiety reached statistical

significante (p'<.05) for the delayed.rgtention test. All

remaining interabtions were not significant.

*G3
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Interpretations

O

Cc:inclusions, inferences, and implications made by the authors are

suthmarized below: vs,

1) Presence of a significant difference in favor of the ded4uctive

el.:

group on .the immediate posttest and absence of such a difference

on the delayed posttest are consistent with arlier findings.

-2) A tentative suggestion, based on the findings, is that a deduc-

tive method may prove superior for immediate retention on difficult

learning task<lwhereas.the inductive method, seems equally

effective for delayed retention.

3) If disocovery learning techniques'are developed, time allotments

are equal, and delayed retention is equally effective,. then

inductive learning isf. the' advantoageous method.

4. Absence of interactions among meod, lQj trait anxiety, and sex"

may have resulted from the high degree of structure associated

with this learning task.

ABSTRACTOR' -S AHALY'SIS

The issue concerning the relative eff cacy Of inductive and deductive

'methods is themost important point ofothis investigation. The instance

of equal effectiveness for delayed retention ieported in this'inyestiga-
.

tion is noteworthy because equal. allotments oetite were given to each

instructional strategy: However, caution must betexercised in the results

and generalization-of these findings. The learnirig task was highly

structured, brief, and involtred the use of audiotapes: *Also- 33 percent of

the students were not included in the analysis, due to missing data,
. . .

.

. -

Removal of one-third of the subjects,from the analysis created a serious

problem. The authors' note that the loss was random- -difficult to
.

.

accept withoUt further evidence,-- -The jarticipanta ncluded in the data
- ---- ,

analysis imay-.03ot-be representative of the science class from which they
_ .-- .. .

were selected, thereby making further generalization tenuous, Techniques

.9)



ge.

V

for handling unequal cell frequencies in.ANOVA were available in the mid-

1970's; and such methods are more appropriate than is exclusion of cases

due to missing data. It 'seems best to view the results of this study

with much caution. The findings have heuristic value, but further work

is needed to support the evidence presented inothis study.
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Expanded abstra t and analysis prepared esp,pcially for
David Butts, Dgpartment of Science Education, The University o
Georgia

&Purpose

To'investigate an hypothesize4,relationship between particip

in SCIS and-the child's positive selfrconcept.

Rationale

'

Research studies have suggested that the learning environment, e.g.,

a humanistic emphasis, enhances the development of a strong positive self-
,

concept in students. Other studies also support the conclusion that the

stronger the self-concept of the student the greater the student's academic

performance. Other variables such as gender, race and age that may enhance
0

or detract from this relationship have also been investigated: The precise

way in which a ;lecific science curriculum as a context for learning

ences the dependent variable of a child's self-Concept is a key concern in

this study.

Research Design and Procedure

F

The design was a pre-post control group where

01 X
A

'02

03 04

.

0
1

= Aneasures of self concept with Piv Harris scale

X
A

= SCIS curriculum for
, .

4-1/2 months

X
B

,= conventional curriculum for 4-1/ months.
32
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The subjects used in this study were 189 students, third to sixth

grades, in Indiana schools. The subjects were intact groups enrolled in

eight classes. The experimental group consisted of two randomly assigned

classes to receive the SCIS curriculum at each level; grades 3, 4, 5 and

6. The control classes conttinued to have a science textbook-based

sequence as had been their custom.. d

All the subjects were given pieteSt of self-concept, Piers Harris

Scale. The.teadhers were-given the Bratt Attitude Test to ensure lack

of bias in teacher attitude.

The treatment consisted of four and one-half months of instruction

either in SCIS or in conventional textbook. At the end of the treatment

the Piers Harris test was given agaih to all subjects.

Findings

Using'a three-way (4 [grade] x 2 [gender] x 2 [treatment]) analysis

of vatifice, the mea gain scores (total and sex cluster) from the Piers

Harris Scale were analyzed. No evidence was found that gender or grade

level prbduced a change in child's self-concept. The type of instruc-

tion was found to be a si 'ficant factor:-

Interpretation -

For this study,._it_can-heconcludedithat tie science curricula can

_bel-effeCtively used to enhance a child's positive self- concept.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

This study provides useful hints about the impact of school expert=

'
.,iences-on students' self-cdfiteptT,That school experience would be, expected'.

.

11- to
c
show such an,impact is well supported by tile authors. .That school experi-.

ence did indeed have this impact is far, less certain. The design permits

33
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only the certainty that post-instructional measures of self-concept were

indeed different than the pre-instructional measure of that variable.

What is missing is a clear measure of the validity of the independent

variable. In what ways-was toe instructional variable actually 1

manipulated- -and with what confidence can one believe that there was

enough difference in the experimental and control treatment to attribute
4

change in pre-post measure to the treatment?" In the absence of either a

specific description of the experimental treatment--and an indication that *

students had indeed acquired knowledge or skills, the reader is permitted

only the conclusidn that student performance on the measure did change

over the four and one-half month pe-riod. This is reflected in the very

`-limited implications for scieete teaching the authors were willing to

make. c_
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Goodstein, M.'and'A. C. 8owe,,.° "The Use of Concrete Methods in Secondary,
- .

Chemistry Instruction."- JOurnAl Of ResearcH in Science Teaching
.-A.5(5). 361-366; 1978.

.

- Descriptors1._* Chemistry; Cognitive Development;, *Educational
kesedrch; *Learning Theories; Models; *Sciencp Education;

. .

*Secondary ,gducation;_*TeaChing Methods ,

.

Expanded
.

abstraA and'analysis prepared especially for I.SE. by John R.`
Stave*, DePaul University. .

Purpose

b

The purpose of the investigators in this study was to answer the

folloWing questions: First, will the use of concrete exemplars in che^mis-

fry instrtiction improve leArning in chemistry? Second, is learning

improv en*nt relate .to'the operational level of the student's thinking?

The authors ' stated hypothesis was that

learners dse-concrete model end exempla

better,unerstanding pY.sindentset both

structional methods, in which

of a concept will lead to

the concrete A& formai:opeta-

'-gdonal levels of cognitive development.

Rationale

A

$

The theoretical, base of the investigation is founded in Piaget's
. . .. .

theory,bf -cognitive development. The instructional issue concerns the
. , - , 4

value of,tharching teaching strategies and the intellectual development

of students for ,the 'improvement of student learning.

A-
C

Research Design and.Procedure
1

. . .
.

Ninety -five (95) _chemistry stUdents'entolled'in a, high school whose'
,

, ,
, ....,

population is largely Industria4lOwer-middle-class participated in-the
,) , 2, t.,0 v ,

.
,study. Eath subject liras a member of one of four Chemistry t. .. , .

.. ,
&lessee;

,

students in the honors chemistry seetion were excluded. Thee
,

e 6
thean.agwof tle subjects; was 16 years, 8 moiihs:-

.

., .
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. The four classes remained intact during the investigation; two were
t, . - .

.
..assigned.to the treatment group such that the two teachers providing

..

instruction eac`h.taughto,ne experiMental and one control class. The unit
. . 1

cf.inseruction was stoichiometry, the first unit uiring chemical calcu-
. . . .','

,
.

lationd fbr these subjects. Before. instruction, the Piagetian level X
$.!. . .

each participant was'ascertained, Next, stoichiometry instruction, control

and experimental:was provided for, six weeks. After,instruction, student .

compreheneion,bf stoichiometry was. easured: A diagram of the research

design 'appears in Figure 1. .

A o %.
4 C 'A -- Stoichiometry

EXperimental . Piagetian instructionwith - Stoichiometry
' Group' /evel --1- concrete models Posttest

.

'(2'intact aasseS)' Assessment and exemplats
. .t , Io

ot

.. . Stoichiometry
Confrol 'Piagetian instruction with- Stoichiometry
Group' -t .Leyel. out concrete models ---- Posttest

(2 intact classes)tc ASsessment and exemplars
...

4
. ,Figure.1.-7 Design of the Study

*

. 0

'Adsessment of the participants' logicalreasoning processes was done

by.a written instrument. The three sections of the written test measured

ability -to Oerform the operations, of exclusion, combination, and propott-
.

reesbning. Sectiond 1 2' exclusion and combination, were taken
.

from Gray' (1973) validated,test,, w stets Section 3, proportional reason-
.

ing,°was adapted fromrtwo tasks designed by KarOlus (197.), "Mr: Tall-Mr..

Short"and "the car'problem.t-
.

The six-yeek instructional perpd was' conducted in a lecture- response

mode with associated: drill and' laboratory experiments. 'The stated princi7
-. .
.pal Aifference between the treatment and control classes involved the use

. . , . .... ,
.

of Concrete dels (marshmallows, jujubeesostyrofoam balls, and tooth'
4

t picks) to rep'e;ent atoms, molecules,,and i:Olis in sbichlOmetric chemical

reactions.' Laboratory) work consisted of Nur .two-hour during ,

o .

.

r

which all students performed the fbllowing experiment-sf 1) indirect count 2. .

of large numbers 4-parcicles, 2y determination of, the percent of water in .

. .

a hydrate and'3).determinatioh.ofthe ratio of t1 producli (Nall) to
.' ... , 1

, .

-,' .- . 42 :
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reactant (Na2CO3). Control classes performed an experiment to determine

Avogadro's number by monomolecular layer method, but treatment classes

instead worked with concrete models and 0.1 tole samples of certain ele-

ments and compounds, to develop the idea that the mass ratio of single

atoms of different elements is the same as the mass ratio of models of*

the same element. All instruction in both groups was based on the intro-

ductory chemistry textbook by Metcalfe, Williams and Castka (1974).

Comprehension of stoichiometry was measured by two questions (shown '\
`t

below) embedded in the unit exam administered to all participants follow-

ing instruction. -The two questidns 'were unlike any encountered by sub-
4

jects in 'the text or during_instruction: They were constructed to assess

the development of a conceptual understanding of stoichiometry in con-

trast with the use of a memorized dimensional analysis algorithm in the

solution of quantitative problems. All other items in theunit.test were
'-

similar to instructional examples. The chi-square statistic^was employed

to test the,nmll hypothesis.

Question 1: Which, if either, has more atoms, 30 grams oe'oxygen

or 30 grams of chlorine? Explain your answer.

Question 2: 35 grams of chlorine are reacted with 35 grams of

sodium to form NaCl. Is there exactly enough of each

or will sodium be left-over or will chldrine be left

over? Explain your answer.

Findings

A summary' f the authors' stated.findings is provided below:

1. The expected wide variation in cognitive level ot the partici-

pants was observed (C1--early concrete: 4 percent; C2--advanced

concrete: 21 percent; Fl--early formal: 35 percen; F2--

adVanced formal: .40 percent).

2. Participants' scores on the _stolchiometry comprehensionposttest

Were' significantly associated (X2=25.68, df =4, p < .0001) with

cognitive level within the treatment Troup, but posttest scores

3
4,3 t
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A were independent' (X2 = df:. 4, N.S p < .05) for subjects

in the _control

3. Foi sajegts clasSifiebkas advanced-formal operational, a signi-
.

'ficant.number.in the treatment group achieved higher//Scores on

the posttest than their counterparts'in the'control group (X
2=

t.

I V

7.36, df= 2, p < .05). The independence hypothesis was .not

rejected for students classified as early formal or concrete.

""sti

Interpretations,
d

The conclusions, inferences, and implications made by the authors are

summarized below:

.

f
1. Concrete ope rational students did not profit from instruction includ-

ing concrete models and exemplars.- ,'
,

. ,

. The results are unclear concerning st4Idenra, claSsiiied as early formal

operational.
b

.

'41'3. Instruction'with concrete models and exemplars was beneficial' for .

1 .

-
advanced formal thinkers.

.,,

-

4. 'Negtive findings concerning.the benefits of the instructional treat-,

.went for concrete learners cannot be attributed to poorly designed
,,

procedures

5. The findings do not.support the view that any subject may be success -
a

fhlly taught if concrete methods are used.
ft-

,

6. Three factocs. (CognitiVe level of the learner, conceptual leel.of the-
r- ) - ,L t

. I material, arid the method of instruction) must be considered in th

interpretation of the results.' .

i

7. The oncepts were apparently too difficult for all but the advanced
A '

. forMA thinkers.

S. The instructional'pethod was a controlling factor for. advanced formal

.
.

students. ,

,

Concrete pen:piers provided e base for form ..thought by
-

these participants in, the experimental group, but such thinking was
,-,

,

.
apparently. not Used *advanced 'formal control subjects who did not

ha4siiCh,nodels.,

a
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9. The findings suggest that concrete thinkers cannot learn concepts

that require' advanced formal thought regardless of the instructional,

method, butrhe-use Of concrete models and exemplarsby forme'.

thinkers can enhance learning of formal concepts.

10. The first consideration-should be level of thought required in the

Concepts learned,--then a reasoning leVel-assessment of the learners.
.

If .the students do floc yet possess the necessary cognitive, reasoning .

)

-7:----parterns, than instruction.should be postponed or the concepts redUCed--
.

------__
in abstractnegS until they are consistent withAidnformal reasoning

,

, ------
patterns. s

0 ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

The authors haire provided evidence concerning a most important "

Instructional question: Will matching the conceptual level of instruc-
.

tiOn and the intellectual level of students improve learning? Whereas

generalizatipns beyond the chemistry student population in the school are

unwarranted (and the authors rightfully make none) due to the nature of

participant selection and assignment to groups, the findings, conclusions

and interpretations merit dJscussion within theAlimitations of the study.

Three points of concern require deliberation. First, the planned
.

instrdcaional differencehetween the treatment and:control groups was the

use ol-the aTorementioned concrete models. However, control group parti-
,

. cipants-were
.

required to do an, iexperimental determination of- Avog rado's
:(

number hymonomo14ular layer method, whereas 'the experimental group
%

i .bqPerformecran alienate experiment. Further, the inirtigators noted that
L

,6sV-Oiradc;'s numberiexperitent required a high degree of abstract (formal).
xi -2----,

thought; but the-alternate experiment seemed inher4ntlY less absr4t.

This represents a very substantial difference; t nvo ves percent of

I*Y:

-

.00
the time devoted to laboratory work during instruciiop,

Thesecond concern stems from the lack of detail in the description

of the Readers are merely informed of the plannedinstruc-
,

tional_differenne involving_the use of concrete exemplars% A more

detailed summary-of_the freq:7-isliefhods with which concrete models,.
Z

. .

I
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were'used during the six-week instructional peiiod is needed, especially

-in-view of the findings. Without, knowledge of such details, readers must

question the degree of any difference between instruftion in the experi-'

mental and control-groups. Leonard and Lowery (1978) have empirically

addressed the issue concerning differences in instructional treatments,

and similar procedures should be an integral part of empirical effective-
,

ness comparisons. The esults, however, do reveal that some instructional

differences existed between the groups, but the magnitude-of that differ-
,.

ence cannot Be inferred from the authors' cursory description of the

instruction in the treatment and control groups. The central point of the

-secOnd concern is this: Can the expected comprehension by concrete

thinkers in the,treatment group be better than that of their control group

counterparts,' given this -particular instructional treatment and posttest?

In my view, the answer is no, until the treatment is detailed. An explana-

tion of my answer includes an integration of the authorsi-posttest, the

Theposttest.is,genuinely a, test of comprehension, or.possibly applica-

treatment, and the nature of cognitive 'development according to Piaget.--

tion (Bloom, 1956), and such cognitive thought implies a deeper,internal-

izatiOn of concepts Olen. a commitment to memory. The investigators are

to be applauded or setting such cognitive goals as theirlearning

objectives. However, a problem arises with respect to the instruction and

concrete thinkers. Possibly, an insuffieient frequency and integration, of

the,concrete models and exemplars did not allow the concrete thinkers , to

internalize stoichiometric condepts to the degree measured by the posttest.

It seems clear that for formal thinkers, the frequency and integration was
, 0.

4

quite sufficient,, and the concrete models did, as, the authors state,pro-,

vide a nonsymbolic framework for'carrying out the formal reasoning- patterns

already within their:capability. Bute more frequent use and elaborate

deg ee of integration must occur for the concretethinker to employ Con-
. ,

cre e reasoning atterns in the soluti
9

,

on A such problems, especially

.witliout the use of models.

The third concern is derived from the mental capabilities of concrete

'thi kers. Again; in my v ew, the treatment possibly'did not provide

eno gh integration and reduction of abiiractness within the time frame
.

of t e experiment for concrete thinkers to be successful on such post-

test problems. This iLd; was nota training study, and the authors

42
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b

rightfully did not expect concrete thinkers to begin using formal reason-

ing patterns as a result of.treatment. But, was the, treatment effectiy&

in helping concrete thinkers understand stoichiometty via concrete

reasoning patterns to the extent that such participants could solve post--
test problems at Bloom's-11956) comprehendion or application level withOut

concrete models? It would havebeen most interesting to inspect the post-

test
.1. -

resulti of.concrete thinkers who use& the models during the posttest.

The abstract structural relationships so apparent to formal thinkers are

not obvious'to concrete thinkers. f the concrete aids are removed, the

concrete thinker is left to consider the ftoblem abkractly. Whepas the

treatment was almost certainly helpful, it probably did not adequately

prepare such subjeCts for the cognitive rigors of liOsttest.'

9 eta

The entire line of argument may be due, quite pOssiAly, to factors
.beyond the contra of the investigators. Herron (19/7) has

f
often taken

issue with the desires of reviewers and editors for brevit9y to the extent

that clarity is comprised. All concerned must remember .that their goal

is to communicate as much as possible-, In this case, the reader is left

wial- questions due to a lack of clarity concerninnhe instruction:.

-

The opportunity to consider the empirical data in this report was

most pleasing,. However, a:detailed inspection revealed an inappropriate

analysis of .part of the data, The-point involves minithudaccepable

expactedcell frequencies in a chi-squarecontingency.table. Siege).

(1956) notes- that when the number of columns in' the contingency table' is
larger than 2, the X

2
test may be used, provided that no'goie than 20

percent of the cells have an expected frequency ofiess. than 5; and no
9 #

cell his an expected frequency of less than 1. 'A
2

tebt.sis not meaning-

ful Unless these criteria are met.. Unfortunately, the expected' frequency

falls below 5 in one-third of the cells for each X2 done. Siegel (1956)

recommends the combination of adjacent categories to alleviate the ferdb-

lem. WhereasCombination of adjacent categories representsalVacceptable
_ _ e

statistical procedure, it should not be arbitrarily dodb. In this inves-'

tigation, the. adjacent categories of "early formal" aad 'advanced formal"
4 ft

O

thinkers also represent a theoretically (psychologidally) acceptable

combination. The categories, have more in common than either diet firth

the "concrete" classification.

,
4
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When the X
2
tests performed by the authoteareAone on the modified

contingency table, the following results are obtained:

le X
2

tests remain meaningless for comparisons of Cognitive level

and score'within the experimental and control groups due to the

aforementioned criteria concerning iinimum expected cell fre-!*

quencies.

For all fOrmal thinkers; the proportion 6f§tuddnts in the

experimental group whd obtained high scgres is significantly

greater (X1=12.92, df= 2, p < .01) than the proportion of

control group subjects.

In sum, the contribution of this investitation, in its,present form,

toee science education literature remains unclear. The exact nature of

the use of concrete models and exemplars needs,m0re detailed description,

land ata requireonalysis by more appropriate methods. The score.distri-'

bution,'could' be ,collapsed further by combination of adjacent categories

to give 2x 2 contingency table. The Fisher Exact Probability Test
a OP

(Siegel,1956) is an appropriate alternative to-X
2

x 2 contingency

tables withgmail expected frequencies. Whemothe above suggestion or

other acceptable alternatives are carried out, the findings, c,onclusions,b

and implicatiOns.will be clarified and the contribution of this invekti-
.

gatn'will become More lucid.

0

.1.

.
0
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IN RESPONSE TO THE ANALYSIS OF

Goodstein, M. P. and Ann Howe. "The Use'of Concretekethods in

Secondary.Chemistry Instruction," by John R. Stayer.
Investigations in 8dIence Education, 8(2): 377.45, 1982.

4

by N

Madeline P. Goodstein
Central Connecticut State Co,llege

4 and
Ann Howe .°.

Syracuge University ' '

We wouldrlike to respond to the three points of concern stated by.
Professoi Stayer as follows:

. .

On the Difference in Instructional Treatment

: r

. ,, . . .

y, . . It isegge tiaI to,this type Of study that both the control and
vexpetimental gro ps receive identical time. periods of instruction. This

'means that the t mispelit on the special instructional treatment with
4 Ole 'expetimenta trip ildst bezequalled by time spent with the control

: grApp-ph lome f rent treatmeAt of the same topic: In this case, the.

o -use 7o-f-14uts---on-0,-mddck.1-sLrequitime_intheeiparimental treatment that

9 w4e.dellot04A gitooth nolkohcrete activitiesas oral discusgion or working
.- . oueproblew,WithAhe'cOntrokgrolap:.:.

(7 ' 4, 1. '
A, gA,

4 '
In :the same vein sore' labOtatoiy time also was used to increase '',

the.amount,o1 conimeteqactiyity avail/ble to they group. Of

the four.experiments car ied Out,4pnly one, the monomolecular layer
experimentS;-was judged'to heesSentially formal rather than concrete.
The hands-O actii,ity in thig'experiment is not, in itself productive of,
.understanding of the\Oze Of a%mofEcule; extensive*Mathematical andJ PV

-,,geometric4insOuctiOnsarc sequired.to reach.the degixed conclusion.
Hence, an OReriment %ihich'uspd Olore.cgncrgte procedure was selected
to use.the!same time.slqWEwas-li11ed by the monoMolecular..layer !
experimentl for the cohtrorgrmp. This time pe'riod,a'cbounted forbSeven '

. , ,

percent of the total course' tame. .. '. '

)

! si6.,

4

On loss of Detail in the Description of the
InstrUctional :Treatment

. ...

-

'As part of the treatment-seleptedTot the experimental- pgroup,'',
models were frequently' picked up and shown,totthcclass for rather short
periods and then put down again Also, the models' to be used in any
',discussion were visible on the. front.desk throUghouttbatfperiod;'soma
models were posted permanently on the wall! We question whether any

.

attemptto modify this would be useful.

4
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The editor's limitation on the length of,the article unfortunitefy

eY

forced us to eliminate ma of the details=of the instructional:
proceduies. However, t ere are 6nly a specific number of places in the
topic of stoichiometry which can be concretized with models. We believe
that similar use of the models'wouldbe,made by'any teacher offering
secondary instruction in stoichiometry who sought to replicate this

--- study.

6

On the Chi Square Analysis--
1

A more skstaufs point is the reviewer's statement that our use of
chi square for the analysis of the data was inappropriate.- Ve cannot
accept this. McNema-r (1962) discusses the effect of small E's on the
value of chi square and states tha.t. "the effect of small E's in produeingr
discontinuities is not as marked when df is 2 or more" and "there is
evidence that,- when df is not small, E's as low as 2 will not produce. ./

misleading chi square values" (p. 218). We would, of course, have felt
more confident of the results of the chi square test if we had had
fewer cells with low frequencies but we do not think the reiorted
analysis.is misleading. By publishing the frequencies in a clear,nd
unequivocal style we made-it possible for the reader to draw his or her
own.conclusions,about our use of gtatistics,,and interpretation of

- results. The reviewer's suggestion that categories be collapsed does
not seem to solve the problem since that wpuld obscure the distinctiong
between students at the three cognitive levels.

In our judgment we chose the best available alternative and we do
snot think the results are meaningless.

,/
,1

It should be remembered that we did not claim to have conducted a
definitive experiment--it was, instead, an effort totesi an idea on a
small scale under cohditi2ns that exist in real classrooms. We would
welcomekevidence from others who have been able tps improve on our

ti methods. i

:
; f

A
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Crictlemar: Q. Psychological Statistics. NeW York: John Wiley'& Sons,
1962. .
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Quorn, Kerry Charles and Larry Dean Yore. "Comparison Studies of Reading
Readiness Skills AcOisition by Different Methods: Formal Reading

-`Readiness Program, Informal Reading Readigess Program, and a,Kinder-
garten Science Program." Science Education 62(4): 459-465, 1978.

Descriptors--Comprehension; Elementary Education; *Instruction;
-..*Kindergarten; *Language Ability; *Perception; *Process Education;A
' Reading Achievement; *Reading Readiness; Science Education

A

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for I.S.E. by Donald E.
Riechard, Emory University...

bAt

a

Purpose

The primary paper eports on two different but closely related experi-

ments.' The purpose of experiment and was to assess the effectiveness of

two dissimilar programs, Science--A Process Approach (S--APA) and The First

Talking'Alpeabdt (FTA), upon the acquisition of reading readineSs skills of

kindergartners. The hypothe,ses tested were: There will be no significant j

*- ko
1. treatment, sex, and attendance-tithe main effects;

2. interaction effects;

0 3. differences between pretest and poSttest means on any of tide'

reading readiness measures. T

14,
XlieTurpose of exPeriment two was to compare the effects of four

different progrlms FTA, informal language development, and a

control). The hypotheses tested were: There will be no significant

r .. , % ..- '

.
...

1. treatment, eex, or teacher main - affects; .

.4
. '',

...

.

2. 1"interhcticin effects'on any of the reading.readiness measures.

...
.

Rationale 10-

.

The authors,build a rationale on published research. 'References are

cited to 'support the following:,
4 '

. 4 ° '-'

1. There are predictive correlations of certain skills with later
-,-,.-

readirivachievement. (SkillS are listed in the primary paper.)

48
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A

2, The skills, above, may be developed through training.

3.. Similaxities between new kindergarten science curricula-and

teachHs' informal readiness activities suggest that science
.

processes and reading readiness skills are not mutually exclusive.,

4. Certain science activities might provide an opportunity and cli-

mete for reading readiness skills acquisition._

Research Design and Procedure

As stated above, two different but cloaely.related expeRiTents were

presented by the authors. Designs and procedures of the experiments are

given under separate subheadings below.

/

Experiment I. Fifty-:one pupils from morning and afternoon kinder-

garten classes were randomly assigndd to four treatment groups. TwO reading

readiness measures, Met o.olitan Readinegs Test and Clymer-Barrett Preread-

ing Battery, were admin tered on a pre- and posttest schedUle. One morning

group and one' after on group were randomly selected for One of the: treat-

ment programs (S-- A or PTA). The two remaining grOilps were assigned the

other progr'im. Tr atment consisted of an_investigator,teaching the two
. .

instructional programs( (S .r -APA and FTA) over a ten-week period, Each group

received 22Z1f-hqut periods of instruction.

Upon completionf the pretest, treatment, and posttest, the reading

readiness measures were scored. Pbsttest data were alyzed'by a three-'

way analysis of variance, Using tkeatment,sex, and atthndance time (morn-
.

ing or afternoon) as the main dimensions. Pretest-posttest mean gain

-.scores for each treatment,, sex, and,attendance-time group were analyzed

by correlated t- tests.
,

,
,4A

1

EiPeriment II. ,Fifty-fou ,kindergaren pupils from one school were
e .

randomly assigned to three treatLent gross and one 'control grOlip. The
-,-,,

,

-t+tment groups were science, formal reading readiness, and informal.
. ,

reeding keadiness. One of the' ihvegtigators conducted 14 se40vions with
.

. .
.

.._ . Pack} of the treatment groups: The science 'sessions\z"elessons from
.. 1 - .

r

e*
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S-:-APA while the formal reading readiness_ lessons were

The informal reading readiness sessions 'were dex-relapdd

authors. The control group continued witthe regular

gram.

selected from-FIA.

by one of the

kindergarten pro-
,

4 ,
A posttest was administered after treatment: -,The posttest consisted

of three measures of reading readiness--the Clymer-Barrett 'rereading

Battery,. the Wepman Auditory DicrimiliationJest,and'the Mae Beginning

Consonant Sound Symbol Relationship Test.

.Analysi of data was done by means of a three-way'analysis of

variance with treatmen\seX, and teacher as the independent variables.

The teacher variable was de fined as the two "regular",kindergarten

teachers. Reading readiness was the depeudent vafiable '

Findings

Experiment I. There mere significant (p S0.05) differences:in the

following:

1. AttendanCe times on the Clymer-Barrett discrimination,of begin-

ning sounds subtesi

.
Treatment-by-attendance time interaction ,Q11 the Metropolitan

matching 'subtest.
.

. 3. Treatment-by-sex-by-attendance time interaction on the Metro-
.

politan copy subtest.

/erNsThsg.'i-test ana ysis of gains between pretest ana posttestmeans

,/yielded 51 significant (p S 0.05) findings andAS at or, greater than the

0.10 level of probability; These dta are given by table in the primary_

4

1 ,

,

,

ESperimtnt II.., Result may be' summarized as follaWs:.

. ) "'--'*
,

1. Significant (p S 0.05) teacher effects Were found for the. audi-
. 4. .

tory. discrimination section of the Clymer-Barrett.-
- , .. .

* .
50':
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O

2.**A significant -() 0.05) sex effect wd found for the e-Wepman

Test of Auditory Discrimination.

3. No siinif'icant treatment diffeiences or interaction effects

were found.' , -

.
. Pi

,
P., . ,,...

Interpretations
'

0

The authors summarise their research by the following: .

0

1. The effectiveness.Of'kindergarten-sdience activities on reading

.readinessdeve1opmerrt cannot be supported conclusively by these
, -

studits
collt '

0
t

P \ . )
AI

o
C

.

i2. The theoretical links between reading, and the science processes.
. . 1 ,

-4-,obterving, inferring, and classifying-;-ere ,not evident in 'the

A

o

. /

o empirical data.

Kinrgarten science activities effectiyely develop science

interfering with reading readiness attainment.

Thus, science- activities may be easOnably included in ,the

curriculum even though their effectiveness for reading readiness

development has not been demonstrated.

al 2

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

.

,Contributions ofthefitudy

4 :

The authors' summary of findings (above) raises qudstIOns ahp'Ut the

contributions of this study to existing knowledge on ielationshipslbetKeen 4
. 1 14 -4,

"reading readiness and science experienCes., Is this a unique case qf inves-

tiga ors being a bit overly conservative in interpreingtheir:data?
,..

. a

. -)
a

4 V

useful insightpto methodology'

, it suggests some lessons on

At -any rete, the,studAdoes prbvid

for researchOwith young.chilidren, Furtfi
interpreting data and preparing written reports.

3.

V
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Research Design and Validity
-4**

--.---
The pretest-treatment-posttest design used in experiment one seems

adequate for the specific purposes. stated. HOwever, the report does not

indicate if g 'comparioixof_pretest scores of the different groups was

made. Random assignment.to treatments was used and each treatment

f

con-

Att
tained a morning and afternoon group. Still, it would be helpful in

analyzing results to knok how the groups compared.lrior to treatment.

1101g.. 0

Experiment two was conducted with treatment-posttests only; no pre-
.

tests were administered. Again, desp ite randomization, the question of

group comparisoris before 'treatment is raised.
921

Several other questions are related to design and procedure. Among
, .

them are the follpwin

1: Was the same school used°in experiment one and experiment two? .

Df so, were any of the same children used in both experiments?

Were'theksame "regular" teachers involved in both experiments?.

,

2. In experiment one, were morning and afternoon classes taught by

the same "regular" teacher, or-were different "regular"'teachers

involved? The teacher variable wasssigniiIcant on some measures

in experiment two.

Did experiment twouse both morning and afternoon groups? Att en-

oraance time (morning or afternoon) was significant on some measures

in experiment one.

4. 'How long did experiment two last? Experiment one lasted 10 weeks.
..T

-she authors sfiggest that experiments of this nature which are',

concluded in a short pgiiod of time are less likely to produce

ignificadt results than experiments running an entire year..

Research in Early Childhood

Thp design of the study indicates a sensitivity to some of the special'

Troblems 'encountered. ip early childhood research. Good efforts were made

52
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at randomization and assignment to treatment'and,attendance-time groups.

Also,, treatment and testing were rotated across groups. Such rotation

can minimize the influetice of extraneous variables such as children's

attention spans, fatigue, eating habits, napping and play patterns, and

SO Op.

The .paper does not indicate if chilagn.were familiar with the

investigators but this is also a factor to be considered. It is some-
,

times advisable for a stranger to make several "rapport visits" before

actually beginning an experimental treatment and/or testing with young

children.

Interpreting Results

The authors were very conservative in drawing udiclusions and inter-
,

preting results. ,In general, brevity and caution in-interpreting behavioral

research are highly commendable. tare must be taken, however, dnot to over-

look relationships or inadequately analyze data for the sake of concise and

cautious reporting.

,

Quite appropriately, the Investigators do not overgeneralize or toke

statements no fully supported by the data. They even question some of

their statistically significantedings and suggest that the results be

"viewed with suspicion."

Another example of caution is in. the summary statement that "kinder-
.

garten science activities effectivenesseon reading-riaadiness cannot be-

supported conclusively by these studies. The theordtical liqs between

reading and the science processes...were-not evident in the empirical,

data." These condlusions.are made despite the large number of significant

pretest to posttest gains In reading performance by the S - -APA groups in

experim4nt one. Since similar gains were-made by the FTA groups,.the

authors alloy only that both programs 4iroduced similatt.tylles o.f achieve-

ment and that further research is needed to isolate the significant

variables.

1-
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Written Report+

At .times it, was 'difficult for this abstractor to follow the two :

different experilments,in one 'article. ,Keeping track of purposes, treat-
.

ments, teachers,-gloups, results, et cetera, for each experiment was

bothersome: Publication.of two separate reports would have made agier

readirig and might have permitted a more thorough presentation of data

and analysis of results.

Null hypotheses were stated for each of the experiments. However,

in the interpretation of data,' no mentionwas made of the hypotheses.

Direct reference, to previously listed hypotheses, and a stat ent about

the acceptance or rejection of each can be an .excellent starting place

for discussion of results. The writer of the
n
report then has something

specific to focus upon as conclusions and interpretations are made.

Such a focus reduces the chances of over-interpretation of data, and,

conversely, feduoA the chances of under-interpretation (too cautious,

aninterpretation) a sell.

0

f
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IN RESPONSE TO THE ANALYSIS OF.

Quorn; Kerry C. and Larry D. Yore. "Comparison Studies of Reading
Readinest Skills Acquisition by Different Methods: Formal Reading
Readiness Program, Informal Reading Readiness Program, and'a
KiqdeTgraten Science Program" by Donald E. Riechard.
Investigations in,Science Education, 8(2): 48-54, 1982.

o

11.

111

Larry D. Yore
,University of Victoria

The opening comments regarding the contributions and conservative
interpretation of the data appear to be unsubstantiated by the majority
of the related criticisms. Surely two independent studies with rather
consistent findings and reasonable design and limitations make some ,

contributions "to existing knowledge on relationships between reading
readiness and science experiences." The critical question appears tobe
whether science educators canmake unconditional claim's regarding
science experience's influence on reading achievement. Several
researchershave foupd significant correlations-and differences favor'ing
activ.ity science (Ayers and,Mason, 1969, Kellogg, 1971; Morgan,
Rachelson and Lloyd,1977; Esler and Midgett, 1978), but others have not
found such results (Ritz and Raven, 1970). Couple these inconsistent'
findings with the likelihood the nonsignificant results are less likely
to be published and one sees a cloudy picture ofjhe reading-science
question. As a science educator I would have been most pleased to
publish results that enhance theposition of science in the elementary
school curriculum. However, my research results did not support such an
interpretation. -Aria.

The issue concerning "conservative interpretation44must be viewed in
terms of statistical expectation 'regarding rejection levels and the
contribution of chance in finding significant differences (Hays, 1963,
pp. 167-171). In Experiment I three-way analyses of variance were run
of 14 measures of reading readiness, i.e., treatment, sex; attendance
im,:treatment x sex, treatment x'attendance time, sex x attendance
time, treatment x sex x attendance time. Therefore, on each measure of
the dependent variable seven different hypotheses were tested, resulting
in a total of 98 tests (7.x 14 = 98). With arejection level of 5
percent (410.50), one would expect five significant differences in

1 00.tests purely due to chance. Therefore,when testing 98 hypotheses
one-thouldnot bq surpri:serto get 1, 2, 3,.4, or even 5significant
differences: --011nthe other hand, if a small number of significant
differences outline-a. rather consistent pattern, then greater concern .

should be expressed. SuCha consistent pattern was outlined by the
,teacher factor in Experiment II. Three-way analyses of variance were
run on 12 measures of the dependent vatiblethus 84 tests-were -run (7
x 12 = 84) with a rejection level of,5 percent (410(..± 0.05). The
expectation-was'that four significant differences would be found due to
chance. The analysis of data in Experiment II yielded four significant
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1
differences but three of these involved the teacher factor favoring a

more structured approach.
,.

4

Design and Validity

The concern regarding the analysis of pretest data to assess equivalence

of the random samples in Experiment I was a noticeable weakness in

reporting. A complete analysis of pretests were completed and reported

in the more complete document (Yore, 1973; pp. 55-61). The analysis of

variance on pretest data yielded two significant (p. 0.05) differences

on the 98 hypotheses tested. Only the attendance time x treatment x sex

interactions for Clymer- Barrett Beginning sounds and Word Ilatching were

found to be significantly (p 0.05) different.

Since random samples were used, differenceS that existed were attributed

to chance and the random sampling fulfilled the assumption of the ANOVA.

On. the other hand, since Experiment I used a pre-post test design, the

descriptive statistics or summary of results should have been provided

f6r the reader. Experiment II attempted to avoid the pretest-treatment

interaction and test-retest effect; therefore, no analysis of,pretest

was possible and is not a legitimate criticism since' pretest was

removed to increase the external validity of the design (Campbell and

Stanley,1963).
,

4
Concern regarding the school populations are implicitly answer4a with

the mention of "kindergarten class(es) of a Victoria, British Columbia,

Canada, public school" (Quorn andjore, p. 460) for EXperiment I and

"kindergarten pupils C54) from a school near Victoria, British Columbia"

(Quorn and Yore,,p. 462) for.Experiment II. The key operants "of"-and.

"near" indicate, that different schools were used, therefore different

teachers and pupils.

The pupils in Experiment I were taught by the same teacher, which allows /)

for a three-way analysis of,variance rather than four-way. In

Experiment II two kindergarlen,classes which met simultaneously with

different teachers were used as the sample. The simultaneous attendance f

allowed the disregatU of attendance time and the addition of a teacher

factor in the three-way analysis of variance. In bothexperiments,

subjects were randomly assigned' to groups and-,the groups were randomly

assigned a treatment.

The investigator conducted 14 instructional sessions with the assigned

treatments over a 12-week duration in Experiment II. In Experiment I a

four-week physical education (tumbling) unitwas conducted by the

investigator prior to the pretesting to-establish-rapport with the

students. In Experiment, II the investigator visited the classes

regularly for a month prior to the start of the treatments.

,

Data Anilysig'and Interpreting Results

The comments.that "care must be taken, however, not to overlook

relastiOnships or inadequately analyze data fot the sake of concise and
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cautious reporting" is viewed with interest. The choice of statistical t.

analligis was built into the design of both experiments a priori and.the.
underlying assumption of the specific statistics were considered.
Alternative statistical technique could have been used, such as in-
Experiment'I--an analysis of ovariance (Campbell and Stanley,1963).
The statistics were chosen the advice of tatisticalconsultants
three different universities (Victoria, Minnesota,. and Washington

_State) .

The concern regarding conservative interpretation is a critiQisM that, ,-
may be taken by many as a positive attribute. The large number of
significant pre-post test gains suggest that learning occurred over the /
duration of Experiment I. The lack of significant difference's between
treatments prevented any specific identification of the possibl)e cause. -,
The design of Experiment I did not allow the investigators to partition
the variance down to resultant components. It was believed that the
test-retest effect, the regular kindergarten program and outside° Q..

influences contributed so much variance that the variances due'to the
'specific treatments were inconsequential. The design of Experi6aut II
attempted to factor out some of the effects. Unfortunately the regular
program was not significantly diflerent from the other three treatments.
It was judged reifidhsible not to interpret too liberally since tHp data
and analyses appear rather consistent. 8

Given this opportunity to expand on the original interpretation, it
appears that a potentially strong alutside influence that might hay%
discounted the effect of the treatments is television available in
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. Victoria is located near the,
USA-Canada border and his 12 channels of US and Canadian TV available
for viewing, 4veral channels carry educational programs for young
children, i.e.; CBC, CTV, PBS and the US stational networks. Reading
readiness programs like "Sesame.Street" viewed several times might be
discounting the effect of formal in-school readiness-programs.
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Cavin, Claudia S. and J.-Lagowski: "Effects of Computer Simulated of
Laboratory Experiments- and Student Aptitude on Achievement and Time
in a College General Chemistry Laboratory Course." Journal of

8
' Research in Science Teaching 15(6): 455-463, 1978...1

Descriptors 7-*AChievement; *Aptitude; *Chemistry; College
*S"cience; *Computers Assisted Instpc4on; Educational Research;
HigheY Education; Individualized Instruction; Science Education;
*Simulation. .

'Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for I.S.E.stly
Joseph C. Cotham,..Indiana University-Bloomington.

Purpose

" This study investigated the effectiveness of computer simulated

laboratory experiences in a college chemistry laboratory course. The

following null hypotheses were. tested:

1. There is no significant

cOmplete_the experiment

atory experiment.' ,-

2. There is no significant

complete the experiment

different aptitude.

3. There,is.no glignificant

student aptitude.

Rationale

difference in achievement or time tp

of students doing a simulated or labor-
.

difference,in a -ievement or time to

and calculations of students Of

,

interaction between experiment type.and

The authors cite current-interest incomputerrassisted instruction .

---- .

(CAI) and computer simulated g'xperiqpnts (CSE) as possible means of

,., improving student learning and providing .for individual differences.

IP
Rec

/
nt interest in microcomputer_ applications in the schpols and the

increasing accessibility ofthese systems does, indeed, emphasize the
..

,
1

importance of generating a sound empirical basis for decisions concern-

ing
.

. k
ing the use of computer systems in instruction. Evidence exists to

.

suppoit the use of CSE in place of laboratory experiments in high school,
.4'

the use of CAI to teach the operation of an instruMedt, and the use of .
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CAI in supplementing.college chemistry coursework. This-study attempted

to extend understanding of the utility of CSE in c'011ege chemistry 'labor-

story instruction. An impoitant'aspect of this understanding, emphasized

in the authorp'ratiOnale, is the relationship between aptitude and teach-

ing method.

J

Research Design and Procedure

The hypotheses of this' study were tested using a.2 x 2 factorial

design (posttest_only or time).. The factors were method of doing the

experiment (simulation or laboratory) and student aptitude (high or low

scores on the SAT). The depend nt variables were scores on written

achievement tests, the time required to do the experiment, time required.

to Terform experimental calculations, andin one test, achieVement (score

'and time) on a'performance test.' The achievement tests/were multiple

choice inetruments of varying lengths. The content validity of these

.tests was estimated informally Using consultation with subject-matter'

experts. Reliability -was estimated with the KR20 and,Spearman-Brown
4

formulas (values fondle 10 tests ranged from .61 to .89). The perfor-
,

',12ance test, which was administered individually, was based on a checklist

of observable behaviors required to make a spectrophotometer measurement

on a solution.

hhe sample consisted ofstudents enrolled in an introductory-ohemis-__

try course at The University of Texas in the fall of 1976. The course

consisted (); multiple laboratory sections which were offered at four

different time periods: Pairs of labovatory/simulation'experiments for
I

each course topic (refer to Table-I) were prepared and randomly assigned

to each time period. Within each time period laboratory sections were

randomly assigned to either a:laboratory,or Simulation experiment. The

number of different sections involved in Bach treatment was not reported.

Absence of bias in the registration.of students in one section or another

within a time period was assumed,and used to justify %failure to randomly

assign students to treatments. The treatments which Vere only briefly

,described, appear'to differ significantly in ways not Sttributable}p

type of experimeht.' Forlexaaple, the simulated' experiment for'Group 1
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involved a spectrophotometerl but the laboratory experiment did not.

Also, treatments were administered in different laboratory sections.

It was not clear from the report what steps were takento dial with
s

the threat to intynal validit'y implied by this arrangement.

TABLE I

Sequence of Course Topics'

Group Topic

1 Kinetics

2 Wavelength of maximum absorbance, Beer's'law, anddeter-
minAtion of copper concentration

3 glement identification using emission spectrosCopy

4 Beer's law and equilibrium constant determination

Dependent measures were administered at the conclusion of each experi-

o ment. Results were analyzed using a two-way analysis of variance.

e Findings

b

4

The following findings were reported:

1. Based on achievement on written tests, students who aid the
4e

simulation in Group 4 performed significantly better than

students who did the laboratory experiment. Also, students

who did the simulation in Group 2 performed significantly

better on one dependent measure than students who did the

laboratory experiment. No significant differences between

experiment types were found for scores on the performance

test taken by Greup 2.
1

2. Students who did.the simulated experiments in Groups 1 and 4
.

used significantly less time to perform the experimentt th'an

did studepts in the la>plory. However, students who did

the laboratory experiments in Groups 1 and 3 used significantly

less time for the calculations.
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'3. Students in the higher aptitude groups.performed significantly

better on all written tests than students in the lower apti-

tudelgroup.
V

' 4. Even though no sigaificant aptitude'by treatment interactionse4 ...

.were fspnd (at the 0.05 .level)_, evidence of ordinal interac-
..----.

,

tion was obtained from one test from both Group 1 and Group 2

(greater increase for low aptitude group). Evidence of dis-
.

--<

ordinal interaction was obtained from values of time to do the
e'

laboratory treatment).

'experiment for Group 4 (less time for low aptitude group in

Interpretations

The authors. consider their study to be one 'experiment with4three

.

replications. Consequently, on the basis of significantly
.

4
formances in some of the'experiMents, they conclude that the u f CSE

in place of laboratory experiments in college chemistry laboratOy
\
is

. supported. The conclusion that higher - aptitude studeves.perform siini-
. ",

. -\\

.-ficantly better on all written'tests is consistent with previous ,.

studies., Lack of significant differences on the performance test which
..

r
required spectophotometer

.

manipulation was used to' support the asseri-

'tion that CSE can be used to teach OKe use ,of some types of laboratory

Va

instruments. The authors provided a detailed explanation of the

observed differences in time to perforM the experiment erre-ime to

ti perform experimental calculations. -"They speculated that the simulation

subgroups of Groups'l and 3 required more calculation time bec e the

calculations they were required to perform were more complicate than

the calculations done.by _flak laboratory subgroups. The interaction
,

results, although.only suggestive, agree with previous results at the

elementary level (Martin, 1973), indicating that CSE may be especially

Ai Alsgful'for loW-aptitude students.

$4.4

I
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ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS
.

The laboratory, possibly the hallmark of science education, deserves

the critical scrutinylliempXified by this stu of the effect of teaching

method and aptitude on'achievement in a college chemistry lab a

course. It is worthWhile,as an introduction to the analysis of this
,

study, to refer no a landmark study of laboratory teaching conducted loll

Yager, Enlen, and Snider (1969). 'On the basis of this study of differ-

ent methods of 'teaching an adapted version of the BSCS Bluerverslon to

eighth traders, it was\concluded that the kaboratory, approach prov ided no

m urable advantages over other,modes of .instruction except in the

d elopment laboratory skills. Cavin and Lagowski, in their study o f
r

college laboratory instruction,-conciu de that on "all measures except time

CSE accomplishes as much (if not more) than laboratory experimentseven

in the development of laboratory skills! Are we then to con ude that the

advent.of CSE has sounded the death knell of labora- tory experi- ces?

Before any suchkconclusion can be made, it is necessary to eiami some

of the Characteristics of this study more closely.

A notorious problem in studies of the effects of particular teac ing

methods is failure to-.adequately describe the method stUdied. The stuffy

,addressed by this abstract suffers from this deficiency. What distth-
.

guishes a CSE experiment from a laboratory experiment? Yhejsimulated

experiments for Groups 1, 2 and 4 involved manipulaelou °Ca spectrophoto

meter. I4,both CSE and laboratory'experiments involve manipulation, of

laboratory instruments, what are the distinctive features Of CSE that

----commend it to our use? The authors, to their credit, cite the importance
o

of atten4ng to the type of chemistry experiment that is, simulated. The

experimentsdnlEheit-;study were conducive to simulation because they

involved use of instruments. An et, not all aspects of instrument

use were simulated because instruments were-used in some simulated exper-

iments. A fuller desCription of the study's ken would have dis-

pelted some of these ambiguities.

.ZZ

Another difficUlty fn i- nterpreting_the_results-of-thisi--study are

the poteptial threats to internal validity that wereikreferred to earlier.

The existence of multiple laboratory sections.implies that treatments
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were administered by differeneingtructor'S. Was anything done to counter
.

the qpnfOunding effects of the instructor on treatments? And what steps
.

..

were taken t.O-!psure that' dttferent administrations of the same treat-
.

- .

ment were uniforni? This is especially salient for the sections receiv --
a r

'ing the laboratory ex invents because qt 'the presumed instructor inter-
.

.
action with this treatment-, Failure to randomly assign students to

. .

.
.

treatments, although understandable under the naturalistic' constraints

of the experiment, deserves more comment. ,T assumption of lacicof
-

bias in distribution of students_among sections may be valid. gut situa-

tions exist where students in a particular program (e.g., elementary' .

education ma ors) end up in oneor only A few sections of a course due to

scheduling requirements. Was this Otssibility investigated ? If so, its.' ( I

discussion would have assisted in interpreting the study.

A.
A number of tests wereused in this study'(10 written tests and 1

performAnce test). However, their focus appears limited to covitive
.

and psychomotor domains. It may have been an interesting addition.to

this study to assess students' attitudes toward chemistry and teaching

method. These findings.pould provide useful insight into the utility

of CSE.

\
the autho\s o this study devotb considerable attention to the

dependent variable, time: both time to perform'the experiments and time

to do experimental calculations. This is.appropriate because the labor-

story has been frequently criticized as being too time consuming. How-
,-

ever, the authors' careful analysis of this part ofthe study does

little more than emphasize the uncontrolled differences between treat-
.

. s.ov..

ments that confound any attempt to interpret the observed time differ-
.

ences. Once again, a'fuller explanation of 'the two treatments would

have facilitated.unambiguous interpretation of experimental results.
. \ b.

4
-,. 44.

In concluaion, this study provides a valuable contribution to
.

.' ,

'.resdarch on the use of CSE in science instruction. The authors were

ambitious in characterizing their study as onp .experiment with three

replications. The existence of substantial differenceg in treatments

characterized as identical vitiates thisclaim. The results-of this
<

/
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.

study certainly suggest, however, that CSE may supplement or replAce

certaid types of laboratory experience in the achievement of partiCt-

lar cognitive and psychomotor' objectives. Continuation of this

research, with the recommendAtion that a more rigorous experimental

approach be eipplOyed, is encouraged.

t'agoollw
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IN RESPONSE TO THE ANALYSIS OF

CaviClaudia.S. and J. J. agowski. "Effecg of COmputer Simulated
or Laboratory Experiments and Student Aptitude on Achievement and
Time in a College General Chemistry Laboratory Course," by.Joseph
Cotham. Investigations in Science Education) 8(2): 59765, 198263

by
a -

Claudia S. Cavin and J. J. Lagowski
The University of Texas

We\would like to make the following comments oh*and'clarifications to
/40* the 'abstract andbNinalysis.inI.S.E.

)

, .

Treatments - -A description of the individual experiments may be found ih-
Cavin, C. S.; E. D. Cavin; and.J. J. Lagowski, "A Study of the Efficacy
of Computer-Situlated Laboratory Experiments," Journal of

- Chemical Education 55: 602, 1978 (reprint available on request) or
Cavin, Claudia St;.A Study of Some Computer-Simulated Experiments in a

". College General Chemistry Laboratory Course, Doctoral dissertation,
University of Texas at Austin,01977. The differences in treatment,
which may be more meaningful on reading a detailed,description, were.
prompted by the requirements of the two diffeent instructional
methods- -i.e., laboratory,and computer. rd the example cited' in the
abstract, the laboratory experiment involved observation of.a color'
change, the simulation of whfCh would not,havebeen meaningful' on
hard-copy computer terminal.' In'any case, the tests used for comparison
related' only to those aspects which were commonzto both'methods of
performing the experiMent.

Student enrollment and scheduling requirements--It was suggest&in the
analysis that students in'specific:progrpms,might, hate scheduling
requirementt that would influefice the laboratory section-in Wriich they

/enrolled. These requirements would seem to he on the'basis of tine, and
it is for this,reason that s .restricted the study of a particular
experiment comparison to a giien time period. We had no reason to
,believe that there was any:registration bias for laboratory'section in
the-same time period.

t
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Preece, Peter F. W. "The Concepts of Electidmagnetism: A Study of
Internal Representation of External Structure0" Journal of
Research in Science Teaching, 13(6): 517-524, November 1976.

Descriptors--College Science; *Cognitive Processes; *Concert
Formation; *Educational'Research; *Higher Education; *Physics;
Science Education; Scientific Concepts

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by Dean
-Zollman,l(ansas State University.-

-Piktpose

Two models of the structure of concepts in electromagnetism were-
compared with the science graduate students' cognitive structure of the
same concepts,

Rationale

The manner in which ncepts in science are presdnted is strongly
dependent on the structure of the subject matter. In turn, learhing.of

.

'the concepts depends op the cognitive structure of studentst An 4

important question is: Are these two structures Similar?

Preece investigated:the answer to this question for the basig concepts
of electromagnetism. The present work was ohe of a series of studies on.
the relation between subject-matter structure and cognitive structure.

As with other similar studies this one Kes empirical. No model, was ,

assumed for the students' cognitive structure or for how the studentS
may have reached the present cognitive state. Instead, data were
.collected, and results compared to models of the.subject matter
structure.

air

Research Design and)Procedure

Two models of the relationship among the concepts in electromagnetism
. were constructed. A spatial model was derived by comparing the

dimensions Of basic units (length, time, mass'and current) for each of
"the 15 concepts. By assigning a point in a four- dimensional "units
space" foot each concept, the distandes=between concepts were established,

Alite

The second model, a:digraph model, began-with electric current as g
central concept. Using the defining' relations the other concepts were
related graphicallyto the,current and/or the other concepts derived
from it. A two-dimensional graph tf the subject - matter structure

resulted..
40W

Foy each,model a matrix of concept proximityowas established.

These two models wete compared with the cognitive structure 28
university science graduates who were studying to become ph sics:teachers.

: 67 , 4v
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!A word-association test asked the subjects to respond with five words
most closely associated with each of the 15 concepts of eleCtromagnetism.
The data were analyzed by assigning !indices of response hierarchy overlap
to the subjects' responses.

ii
These. indices are used as measures of the

setantic proximity 4the stimuli. A matrix of concept proximity was,
o'thus, established for each student.

For comparision with the models a matrix of mean values was determined
from the individual matrices. Correlation coeffitients between the mean
matrix and each of the model matrices were calculated. Graphical.,

comparisons were also completed for the digraph model

7

Findings
a

a a..

A very high correlation (0.80) was obtained between the digraph model
matrix and the subject's' proximity matrix. Essentially no correlation
(0.24) existed betweetf the spatial model matrix and the proximity matrix.:

A graphical analysis of the subjects' proximity matrix yielded a
representation of the subject-matter structure which was very similar
to the digraph model. This representation contained three distinct
groups--current electricity, electrostatics and magnetism.

. Interpretations

The digraph model which contained a pivotal concept, electrit.current,,
was more closelrrelated to the subjects' cognitive structure than the
other model. This' result may be' an indication that emphasis. on central
ideas can be useful in teaching science.. The results .further indicate
that a digraph model is a more appropriate method of representing students'
cognitive structures.

All but two of the subjects had received degrees.in physics. The study
Aupports the idea thit students whaie, cotnitive s tructure-matches..the-
experts are inore likely to succeed.

o

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

The concepts in any branch of science are related to eachother by a
structure:Which develops-over-many years. ighile logical development of
the concepts contributes most strongly, tradition and history'also are
involved in determining the subject matter structure. Once this
structure is established, textbook authors and teachers seldom deviate-
from it. In presenting-:spnceptg, the structure is followed asif all
students already have t.he necessary cognitive structure and just need to
fill in -'the blanks.

Perhaps, no science is,more'rigidly structured in its teaching than
.-physics. Theiast majority of physics tourges and texts follow some
general, plan in developing concepts'. The structure is sufficiently, ell
established that a physics text which deviates from feSeidom surttives

68
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to a. second editidn. _Thus, it is appropriate to compare the structure
of physicswith students`' -cognitive structure.

The presdnt paper is one of several recent studies4relating science
students' cognitive structure to the structure ofphysics. Previous
work, mostly on mechanics concepts, resulted in very similar conclusions.
A two-or three-dimensional graphical model of the subject matter structure
is able to describe the students' cognitive structure.

The most interesting condlusion of these studies is theform of the
structure the students assign to a central location on key concept.
All other codcepts seem to be, in some sense, derived from this one.
Further, the concepts seem to be grouped by the students in a few clusters.
Thus,, physics teachers could learn about ways' to organize and structure
teaching. ,

While the clusters and central concept are interesting, they are at the
sametime disappointing. the present study, and in earlier work on
mechanics, the central concepts are the ones most emphasized by physicists.
The ideas of mechanical force and electrical current are presented many
times through physits. Likewise,.the clusters represent chapters or
sections of a physics book. .The material seems'to be organized in the
students'minds the way it was taught to them: Successful physics
students seem to have a cognitive structure 'very similar to the experts.

The next important question. in this research area is: How do the students
obtain this cognitive structure? Perhaps, science courses filter out
all students whose cognitive structure differs from the "norm;" Perhaps,
science students enter a science course with a different structure, and
structure must be changed to fit the 'norm. These possibilities have not
been addressed sufficiently in any researchion subject matter and cognitive
structures.

,

Even more interesting than the cognitive structure of science students
'cis that of nonscience students or beginning,science_students. Most
tea,chers'of science.treat these groups as if. they have the same cognitive
structure as scientists.' The courses and textbooks, with a few notable ..

exceptions, are structured the same for all types of 'students. Only-the
details such as level of mathematics differs'. No rational defense for
the assumption o,f similarcognitive structures can be made.

'

Some evidence for: differences_ beginning to emerge. -Some'recent
efforts indicate that students' preconceptions about physics 'concepts
are much different ,from_ those_ of,physicists. How these preconceptions
lit into the .pognitive structure isyet to be determined., 4

To learn about the cognitive structure of nonscience or beginning' science
;_,students, research designsdifferent f.roMthe preient study must be
used. Word associations have little meaning for students who"do not know
the language of science but have heard the 'same words in other contexts.
Comparisons with Modelsacceptabl,p to'experts may lead to conclusions
that no structure. exists when one does.'

6p
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We must...learn how students organize the thousands of everyday experiences

related to science. The task will be difficult one for science-oriented

researchers to undertake. But, it has tremendous payoffs. We can learn

to talk about science to all those people who say they.hkte-it.

!Co

0-
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IN RESPONSE. TO THE ANALYSIS OF

Preece, P.F.W. "The Concepts of Electromagnetism: A Study of the
...Internal Representation of External Struttures" by Dean Zollman.
Investigations in Science Education, 8(2):. 67-70, 1982.

by

P.F.W. Preece
University of Exeter

I should like to comment brieflycon one issue raised by Zollman in his
very useful and balanced analysis of my paper (Preece, 1976c). He notes
that the cognitive structures of nonscience and -of beginning science
students are 'of particular interest, but claims that word-association
methods are. inappropriate for investigating such students. although
word-association methods are relatively crude instruments for exploring,
cognitive structures and the.development of more sensitive techniques
would be'very welcome, they have certain advantSges.particularly for
students with little formal experience of the subject matter. Johnson
(1969) noted that problem-solvingatestt were unsuitable for students
whose knowledge of concepts could not be expressed as a solution
sequence, but that word - association methods did not suffer from this
disadvantage. Horeoever, it seems-,--that word associations are
particularly sensitive to the early stages of learning (Rothkopf and
Thurner, 197Q; Shavelson, J973). Deese (1965) also argued that
word-association methods were not contaminated by arithmetkc4L
competence or by the rote memorization of examples.andwere refore
particularly suitable in studies of scientific,concepts.

Zollman argues that "word associations have'little meaning for students
who` do not know the language of science but have heard the same words in
'zither contexts," But it is a great merit of thd free wor4-association
test that it permAS the exploration -of the everyday meanings of words,
ifthese predominatein,students'nemories Thus the issue raised by
Zollman of the possible mismatch between beginning students'
pretodceptions of physics and the subject-matter structure. can be
investigaied,by the word-association technique.

I should like to illuStrateAhis by some research.carried out in Exeter
(Preece, 1916a)., A continued freeword-association test was used to
explore, the mechanicslcognitive_Strucpures of nonscience graduates and
alsb of physics students throughout-the period of learning that subject
at school and university. The cognitive structures of the adult

,,nonscience group and of'thej2. year-old beginning Physics students were.
clOsely similar, these structures reflecting the everyday, nontechnical,
meanings of the science concept words, For both groups, three clusters
of concepts--kinematics, statics, and energy--emerged in the gaphic
analyses,- although a nombeelOf concepts, including distance, time, and
'work, :remained unconnected For the school and university groups most
'knowledgeable in physics,.alA mechanics concepts were interconnected,
the_three.Clusters bepglinked together by,the'concept force. Further
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insight into the crystallization of these structures from the concrete,
intuitive, and isolated concepts of childhood was pr9vided by multi-,
dimensional scaling analyses (Preece, 1976b).

In the Exeter research, the empirical interconcept proximity data were
compared with various models of cognitive structure (spatial,
hierarchical, and graphic) based on several triads of, basic concepts,
which defined the drmensions_of semantic space or forme4the bases of a

learning hierarchy. For the-least knowledgeable.groups, the models
based'on the density-distance-velociEY-triad_fitted the empirical data

best, whereas for the most knowledgable-groups tb"e-thssazdistance-time
triad gave a better fit. This suggests that density (perhi&-through ; .

floatation) and velocity (perhaps through overtaking) have a better,
claim to natural ostensiveness than mass and tile, which seem to acquire.,
their speFial role through the way physics is taught.

Although I have discussed this, and other, research on the organization
of scientific concepts in semantic memory in more detail elsewhere
(Preece, 1978), I hope that` the above brief account is sufficient to
show that word-association methods can yield interesting informationon
the cognitive structures of nonscience and beginning science students.
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Bartov, H. "Can Students Be Taught to Dist inguish Between Teleological
and Causal Explanations?" Journal of Research in Science Teaching,
15(6): 56.7-572, 1978:

Descriptors--*Ability; *Biology; *Discrimination Learning;
Educational Research; *Instruction;,Learning; *Science 'Educa-
tion; Secondary Education; Secondary School Students; Teaching
Techniques

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for I.S.E. by
John Penick, The University of Iowa.

Purpose

l_--This research was concerned with answering two major questions:
_

1) How well do studentS-distinguish between teleological and causal

explanations? and, 2) Can this abilityteught?
4/Aw

Ar

Rationale

The author States that the anthropomorphic implications ofteleo-

logical JOimulations have been rejected by many science educators.. He

'is concerned that a much more basic aspect of teleology Is tieing

ignored by science educators=-the danger of confusing ends, and the

causes by which they are brought about. As Braithwaitet(1954)

"In a causal explanation the explicandum is explained in terms of a

cause which either precedes it or simultaneous'with it; in a teleo-

14ical explanation the explicandu. 's explained 'at' being causally -
i

related either to a par ticular go'a in he future or to a biological.
. . (

...

end is as much ,future as present (A. p t." Jr, - .

*
. .. ., .4r

b

The author's basic essumptipn is "that in ordex to'adhie'Vethe".
. .0 .

ability to distinguiSh between causal and teleological explanations; the
. .

that
-student had to. learn: one simple principle, namely a tholOgica pro-

.

a

J

causalr cesses are not'brought about by their.ends'but by specific ; mainly..
. . . 1 .

4

neural and hormonal,'mechanisms."- Bartov continues his premise by Li.
. . ...-

.-

stating '.:that 'the quite' sibple.principl'e in question, which. be
. .0, . .14,-I 7O. exemplified by a Feat number of*otherwise unrelated biological 'facts,

,.
t.

.

. .
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may be readily learnedn Well retained, and, subsequently applied by

most high school students. With this in mind, an experiment was set

up to assess studentPability-and to measure th'eir gain.

, Research and DesignftoCedures
0.

4

Six hundred tenth-grade science students were.given preteAs, and

'390 completed both the pretests,and the posttest in a nonequivalent

control group design.. These students were'from 21 classes in five high
, .

schools;.n in 'the experimental group and 8 classes in the control group
. e.

% '. . ,
: 0... ,

All ofthese classes studied biology with their normal classroom
,

3 ,c

'teacher with the experimental classes receiving an additional,five
,

lessons. The Control classes reCtived'no special treatment and the
..... to. -

"regular biology lessons were claimed to have no effect anthe investi-
/ . , . . ..

co

gated questipn: . -

° .

.

'kr

1

26 4 ,
% I ,

. The rearment lessons were also conducted by regular classroom
0 . o s

is . , .

teachers who followed study,guides. Three of these lessOns dealt with 3

biological-principles and two of the-Iepsons,were devoted to discussion:

of homework assigned 4,t-phe end of other treatmene-Ietsons__: -These
...

treatment lqssons'involved a particular biological phenomenon about

wLcHstudents would suggegt hypotheses, draw dedUctiofis fromth

hypotheses andoplan and perford experiment ttliver.ify deductions.

,
-: . ; ...

.

_ v The test instrument, Test' 04:Cau sal And TeleologicalTeletionsa$s
"..

.. . I

-(TOCATR),.provided students witJi amtatemere)af a biologiCal pl;ellopeAtt
. .. ...,

and four sample statements :. one each of causal, teleolodcalt.anthro-
. -4 . $ F.

..4

a
oft

.Dp. pothdrphiC, arid' both teleological. and 'anthropomorphic exIlltnations of '

1, the phenomencin Scoring was

correct r4ponse.

a

accomplished by giving qte point foie-each'

er.

1"
11

Pretest scares were used as a covariatg-id anAysis of ciov&antea
with posttest scares being'crieerion variables. 'In addition, another

f- .. .4. .4
vetsijin of the TQCATR Test used 111,.a posttest only This '°
. -.

%

I

'o ° -
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version's data were analyzed using a t-test between experiMental. and
.

control wups.

.

-Findings

.
Pretest scores supported the assumption that secondary school

student6'haye difficulty discriminating between -causes and-purposes.
.9.

Analysis tf covariance indicates that *at the end of thetreatment the

_'y4 # # experimental group had significantly higher scores than the control
. _

group. 'T-test results of a comparison of posttest only TOCATR No. 2
,1

.2/.
scores indicated'rhesame.significant difference in faitor.of the

1

C

,experimentalgroup.

.41

, Interpretations

. f

The author concludes that the experimental treatment of,fii.re

lessons was effectili4-In improving the ability of secondary school

students to distinguish between teleological an caus41 'explanations.'
. .

°

He sees this as justification for'providing apecial.tre4tment to

students developing these abilities and recommends that,lessons be-

conducted accox ing to specific suggestions in the,paper and that in

discussion, students should be asked to ,provide both' causal and .

r
teleological expranatiO94

4
. As a final note; Bartov suggests that.

J. *-4
questions similar to the TOCATR stkuld be Included in examination-

student.pApers in.biologyAir a routi4e evaluation aPstudent achievement,.
'14 . I

A ,

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

c -

Bartov Fas attem ted to investigate a relatively complex area.

...111ttlas gene rations o ,biologists'ann ilhilnsopfrers have misunderstood

AristO-tfe's use of teleology, leading to violent rejection of Aristotle

by Bacon, Descartes, and others,`moden0aybiology students are equally

unlikely to be able to differentiate betwe causes-zaila purposes.-.

4
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.

,;\ Bartov's development of an instrument to assess this difficulty and .
..\

: , his design of a'simple an short experimental program tolaleviate the
. ,

ef4ciency arse commendable. It is elf-evident that teAchers.should be .

,

'concerned with these differences, but, I suspect, few teacher deal
y $

.

with the philosophy of science, much less worry about how students
. ..,

. . .

.
, ..

phrase 5tatements of cause and,purpOse during explanationo.

11,

Since philosophers, of science have had great difficulty in deal-

111Ping with, teleological principles, I must take exception with Bartov's'

statement that "the qui6s s ple principle in questien. . .may be

readily learned, weliN',gtained, and subsequently applied by most high
40

school students." Certainly, if this Were the case, then his pretest

scores would have been considerably hither and the study itself would

be unnecessary,:

The study is weakened somewhat by.the nonranddmness and inequality

of the experimental'and controlgroups. Adding to this'difeioulty is

the fact ttie experimental grOups got the samedessons as the control

group plus an additional five special lessons designed to specifically

deal with suggesting hypotheses, deducing from hypotAses, planning

and performing experiments, and drawing conclusions. Certainly you

wouldexpeci.the group who got everything plus something else to have

gained from the experience. The author states. that the regular lessons

were irrelevant to.the que4tions being investigated but provides no

evidesce'of.thar. Even if the lessons themselves did noe'contain rele-

vant information, no observations of teacher performance were made and,.

thusi.we have absolutely no notion`of what individual teachers did, in'

the primacy of their own classrooms.

The treatment, itself sounds most interesting and innovative. It

would be very useful to the reader if the treatment were explained some-
.

what better so that the reader could' know precisely what happened in

the cladsroom. It"is.unclear what, went on,during the ressons whiqh were

conducted after a sequence where apparently students suggested Flu°-
.

;theses and worked with them. The study could hot, be replicated from

the information given, by any means.

.

I
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" The Test On Causal And,Teleological Relationships instrument sounds

most interesting. I could certainly.ggree wtth,the author suchsuch

items would be appropriate for partial evaluatiOn of student achieve-

ment in biology. As interesting as the test instrument is, lowever,

it is certainly not appropriate to.call it a "standardiAedatest" as

does the author. AP

e",

-- Analysis of 'covariance is quite reasonable.to use in this case and

showed that ticovariate (the pretest) showed a significant difference

hetwe&I the two groups. With this in mind, it would now seem inappro-

priateto do an analysis of the posttest only scores. The author also

erroneously states that "only a t-tes could be and was used t14' compare

the mean scores of experimentalland control groups." Certainly, there

Would seem to be a number of other appropriate statistical testes which

could be used.

"Thejstatement,.qhe experimental group made substantially more pro-

gress than the control" cannot be legitimately made since the compafison

that he ran with this analysis of covariance was a posttest comparison

and not a pretest/posttest comparison.

/4
The written report'"could be improved greatly by panding the ,

explanation of the treatment, more Careful wording of the paper in

general, and by providing more specific impli6atioris about what to do

with the information we. have learned from this study. For instance,

f Bartow states that "lessons on reflexes and tropisms should be conducted

according to the suggestions outlined 'in this papeeTs not a very use- -

ful statement since the suggestions were not really outlined.

Very littlerese'arch is done on the effect of teaching the.philo-

sophy of science in high schools and it would seem .to-be a very fertile

area for the future. It would be interesting to find out if Bartaiv's '

instrument detects significant differences among different principles

within science, differences etween teaching strategies, or differences

between various curricula when 'teaching is'controlled.
et
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IN RESPONSE TO. THE ANALYSIS OF

Bartov, J., "Can Students be Taught to Distinguish, Between Teleological
and Causal Explanations?" by JohnPenick.. Investigations in
Science Education, 8(2): 73-78, 1982. -

'

by

H. Bartov
Hebrew University

".

The quotation from Braithwaite (1953), defining the notions of
teleological and causal explanations, is very confusing'and must be
dealt with-in some detail.

The statement "Insa teleological explanation the explicandum is
explained as being.causally related either too particular goal in the
duture.or to a biological end which. is as much future as present or
past" seems to obliterate or even to annul the differences between
teleological and causal-explanations.

Braithwaite's distinction between "goals" and "biological ends" is highly
individualistic and of little or no importance in biology, at any rate--in
high school biology. According to Braithw5ite "the peculiarity of a
biological endis that it is a permanent goal," like the continuous
beating of the heart responsible for the continuous circulation of the
blood, and therefore,biological ends are mas:Muchfuture as present or

. past." Whereas goals refer td a particular short action, such as a
'single/beating 8f the heart, "responsible for'the circula0.on of blood a
short time afterWards.".

When Only goals are takdn'into consideration; as it, should be the
differences between teleological and causal explanations are quite
distinct and clear: "A teleological answer (to the question 'Why'.)

(explains.a present event,by. means of a future event, ...a nonteleological
vnswer--in terms of a present or pait. Cause." This rule holdsgood for
"Allyteleological explanations yhith are not ieducibleoto explanations
in terms lifa*oriscious. intention to attain the goal" (Braithwaite i

...,
.

. 1953)..' ,

. .4.,',
.

Moreover even intentio nal activities (which arelimited t!), human beings
only*:alleast in the opini6n ofmoSt bplogists) are no exception to
lithe above rule, ."Teleological explanations-81 intentional goal-directed
.activities are always understbod as reducible to causal'explanations.

intentions as causes (Braithwaite, 1953). lip the case of intenti6nal
.activities the action is not caused by the-yet'bnattained and -- maybe

nee'r to be.ittaine&4uture goal. but by The desire to attain/it, which/

precedes-the action. Intentipatexpianations confoim to thecondj.tionS
for causal explanation, and. should be-regarded,as such explinations,sto,
all intents and purposes. WeelOgical (qpnintentional) explanations
refer to future, goals and not to present: or past causes.

O
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The definitions of teleological and cau$1 explanations were discussed
at some length, because of their crucial importance for the issue under
consideration. Some other points raised in the review are dealt with
brietly in the following lines.

The reviewer questions the hypothesis, that "the quite simple principle
in question (that biological processes are not brought about by their
ends) may be readily learned, well retained and subsequently applied by
most high school students."

answeredThis question may be a only by experiment, such as that de'scribed
in the reviewed article.

a-

I certainly admit that "the study could not be replicdted from the
information given (in the article), by any means." The reviewer%s
suggestions for further research, such dg "to find'out if Bartov's
instrument detects significant differences among different principles
within science, differences between teaching strategies," etc., were
also made by-me id my doctoral sertation (written in Hebrew). I

specifically referred to the so h debated quegtion of the relative
efficacy of the discussion, demonstration, and laboratory methods in
teaching biology. The treatment lessons developed fiir my study can be
given byany of these methods. They have also the adventdge of economy 40,:

of time, as only five lessons are needed to accomplish the-treatment. I_.

would be very happy to havethe possibility to collaborate in improving
and replicating my study under discussion in more controlled conditions
than were possible herCin Israel, as well as in planning and carrying
out new investigations, based on the tests and treatment lessons
developed for the study Ascribed in the reviewed article.
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